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Motion planning of robotic arms in a cluttered environment is a computationally challenging
task especially with increased number of Degrees of Freedom (DOF). Path planning and execution
are two key aspects of autonomous behavior of robots. The operating environment produces great
challenges in the form of obstacles which require collision avoidance between them and robot arms.
Additionally, an optimal behavior is always desired in terms of energy spent, path distance or time
of travel. The optimal behavior of the robots depends on the kinematics of the arm, the task to
be performed, the environment it is operating in and the obstacles that needs to be encountered.
Computation efficiency is very critical while operating in dynamic environments.
In this thesis, we present a novel path planning algorithm based on optimal control technique
that searches for a path of manipulator in the free operational space that models the kinematics of
the world. This path planner takes in the starting and target configuration from the novel real-time
Inverse Kinematics (IK) algorithm developed for a general (2n+ 1) DOF manipulator arm. The IK
algorithm uses an optimization procedure based on obstacle avoidance criterion, to produce a joint
configuration for a given End Effector (EE) position and orientation defined by the task. The path
iii
planner operates on this, producing path points that not only keeps the entire arm free of collision
with every obstacle in the workspace but also is optimal in terms of the additional constraints. The
results are simulated and implemented on a 9-DOF hyper-redundant manipulator designed for this
purpose.
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Since the advent of robotics, as early as the industrial revolution, humans have been striving to
create their counterparts in machines. Although the fear of technological singularity looms in the
minds of roboticists and researchers, advancement in the field of robotics has increased manifolds
in the last few decades and continues to do so even now. That being said, robots perform great feats
of manipulation with high speed and precision within controlled environments like in industries.
But the technology is still premature to exhibit such capabilities in an human environment which
is dynamic in nature. One of the primary reasons for the lack of adaptability from a well defined
environment to the real world is the sophistication involved in perceiving and manipulating in the
real world and the huge degree of uncertainty involved with it. Over the decades, researchers have
made great progress in the field of sensors and controls that has brought the robots out of its cage into
the real world. However, the involvement of humans in the workspace of a robot such as assistive
robots, rehabilitation robots etc., requires a much higher level of sophistication in manipulating
these machines.
The lack of dependability on the autonomy of robots has warranted the need for co-operative
task manipulation between the humans and robots. This not only helps the robots but also the
humans in having an upper level control over the machines. This co-operative manipulation can be
used to effectively learn and understand human behavior and decision making in such environments.
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This can later be used to improve robot’s skills to act independently in any autonomous scenario.
The future of robotics holds a special place for them in improving the quality of life for us in
assisting us in our day to day activities. To enable such interaction, various robotic platforms have
been built from the ground up rethinking design, perception, and motion applied to robots. Safety
has been the primary concern with such endeavors. Robots that interact with humans must be safe.
Safety can be handled in two ways: first by designing the robots out of compliant materials and
second through intelligent motion algorithms.
Industrial robots that are built for speed and precision cannot be used in such environments as
their contact forces will cause great deal of injury. For this purpose, some commercially available
arms such as the Manus ARM, the Katana arm, KUKA lightweight arm and Baxter have started ad-
dressing the issues. The Manus ARM includes safety mechanisms such as current limits for motors
and slip coupling that limit impact forces. The KUKA arm has force controlled joints that actively
adjusts its compliance through closed-loop control using feedback from torque sensors at the joints.
The Baxter incorporates series elastic actuators on their joints which introduces mechanical com-
pliance on top of the closed-loop force control. Although design modifications can handle some
of the safety concerns in co-operative manipulation, the inclusion of dynamic human environment
uncertainties requires the need for real-time control schemes to handle unexpected collision and to
adapt to changes. For this purpose, robust real-time path planning techniques are investigated.
1.1 Background
In modern robotics, the need for autonomous behavior of robotic arms has increased many
fold as robots operate in human environments and interact more with real-world objects. Such au-
tonomous behavior, if achieved, not only can make the system more intelligent and independent but
also safer from a human perspective. One of the primary features of such systems is to be able to plan
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its own motions to perform a given task in the presence of obstacles. Redundant/Hyper-redundant
manipulators are increasingly used in such places where path planning in a cluttered environment
is desired. The extra Degrees of Freedom (DOF) that these manipulators possess enable them to
operate safely in such environments while executing an End Effector (EE) task. Safety primarily
refers to collision avoidance with the surrounding obstacles including humans, not just with the EE
but the entire arm. Additionally, the motion must be efficient in terms of minimizing a cost such as
time of execution or energy consumption and be consistent with kinematic and dynamic constraints
of the manipulator. Lastly, the motion planners should be real-time executable while dealing with
numerous obstacles.
The research presented here deals with path planning of hyper-redundant manipulator arms in
an unknown environment with static obstacles in real-time. Path planning of manipulator arms with
obstacle avoidance is carried out either globally or locally. In a global strategy, planning is done
typically in the free configuration space into which the manipulator and obstacles are mapped [1].
Though it guarantees a collision free optimal path (shortest path or time optimal), it is computa-
tionally expensive which limits its use for practical cases. Also since it does not rely on sensor
feedback, it is only suited for static environments. Local planning on the other hand treats obstacle
avoidance as a control problem. It makes use of low level controls such as sensory information
to dynamically alter the path around obstacles. This combined with its computational simplicity,
makes it applicable for real-time execution.
Original works in local path planners go back to [2], where localized potential fields were used
to avoid obstacles. The planner follows the negative gradient of a potential function, which consist
of an attractive potential at the goal and repulsive potential at the obstacles. Though computationally
efficient, this method suffers greatly from its sensitivity to local minima. This problem was later
overcome using Harmonic potentials [3] and navigation functions [4]. These modifications are,
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however, computationally very expensive with higher DOFs and obstacles and do not attempt to
provide the shortest path. Randomized Path planner in [5] is a potential field method that uses
random walks to escape local minima. Though successful, it sometimes fails to find a solution
[6]. Learning techniques were also implemented but all these modifications were not suitable for
cluttered environments.
The work [7] proposes a local planner for a dynamic environment, which solves path planning
as a constrained optimization problem in C-space (configuration space). The objective is to reduce
the error between current and target configuration while avoiding obstacles that are introduced as
constraints. It avoids local minima using a boundary following technique. This method involves
computation of the Jacobian, which may sometimes lead to singularities. The choice of direction to
avoid an obstacle is rather arbitrary and involves complex computations. Moreover, obstacle avoid-
ance involves distance calculation at every instant between the obstacle and the closest point on the
robot, which increases computation time. Genetic algorithms (GA) is another class of optimization
technique inspired by the process of natural evolution. It starts with randomly generated individuals
and with each iteration/generation, the fitness of each individual, which is usually the value of an
objective function in the optimization problem, is evaluated. The more fit individuals are stochas-
tically selected and used for the next generation. It was first used in robot motion planning by [8]
to position the EE of a robot at a target location while minimizing the largest joint displacement.
GA works directly on the task space using the forward kinematics. Various techniques like artificial
potential fields [9], B-splines [10] and simulated annealing [11] have been used in conjunction with
GA to optimize the solution. Though GA tends to provide the optimal solution in average, it is
however computationally very expensive to implement in real-time applications [12].
Although many motion planning methods have been proposed, most of them are computation-
ally infeasible except for robots with few DOFs (fewer than 6). Moreover, complete planners (those
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that guarantee to find a solution or determine that none exists) require time exponential in the num-
ber of DOFs of the robot. For this reason, recent research has focused on sampling based methods
that can solve high dimensional problems efficiently at the expense of completeness. Probabilistic
methods were introduced in [13] and later used in [14], attempts to simplify the C-space complex-
ity. These are the roadmap strategies that discretize the C-space into nodes and connect them by
feasible paths. The authors in [15] proposed a strategy that acts in two stages. The first chooses a
motion strategy off-line while the second does it online, that makes the robot reach its target using
the strategy chosen earlier while avoiding obstacles. Various methods such as A∗ [16] and neural
networks [17] were used in the local planner to avoid local minima (obstacles). Since the entire
C-space is searched, these methods get numerically expensive as the dimension of the search space
increases, thereby making them infeasible for realistic robots. Various other roadmap techniques
include visibility graphs [18], Voronoi diagrams [19] and silhouettes [20]. These methods compute
the C-space roadmap in a single shot, which restricts them to static environments and makes them
computationally expensive for dynamic environments, especially for higher DOFs. Rapidly Explor-
ing Random Tree (RRT) introduced in [21] is a random search method that constructs branches in
the unexplored regions of space with both global constraints (workspace obstacles) and differential
constraints (kinematics and dynamics). Though the randomness of the method reduces the compu-
tation time, it is still not desirable for real-time motion control as it takes a long time to explore all
the branches.
Incremental search techniques are used in contrast to roadmaps that includes Dynamic Program-
ming,A∗ search, breadth first search, width first search, bi-directional, Dijkstra’s method, etc. These
methods are motivated by optimal control theory, which states that the global optimal solution to a
dynamic optimization problem follows the negative gradient of the cost-to-go function. The cost-
to-go to the goal from any feasible state is the solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation
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[22]. These are complete planners, which attempt to find the true global optimal solution and hence
require exponential space and time in the number of DOF’s. Hence, such traditional methods are
intractable for more than few DOFs. However, modifications suggested in the literature [23], [24],
[25], [26], [27], [28] enhance the global convergence of optimal control problems.
For the sake of simplicity, the environment used for path planing is simplified with well defined
obstacles, concentrating more on the core capabilities such as collision avoidance and optimal path
generation. The task of path planning starts with mapping the objects in the environment with
respect to the arm. Various sensing techniques can be used for this purpose, however vision is
probably the most common modality for machine perception, although, ultrasonic sensors and lasers
could also be used to that effect. Model based approaches are used by some researches where a small
number of 3D models for known objects can be matched and registered to objects viewed by the
robot’s stereo camera. Once the location and shape of the obstacles are determined, an Inverse
Kinematics solver is used to get the desired configurations of the arm. These configurations act as
input to the path planner.
The task of solving Inverse Kinematics (IK) for redundant serial chain manipulators has been
and still continues to be quite challenging in the field of robotics. Researchers from different fields
have succeeded in solving the IK of different robot configurations for various applications. How-
ever, the challenge of computational efficiency still remains, in particular for complex robot con-
figurations, to be used for real-time applications. Industrial manipulators in most applications, are
operated using a simple technique called “Teach and Play”, which involves predefining the joint
angles for different tasks. However, with the increased complexity of the tasks and manipulators in-
volved, there is a heightened need for adaptability and flexibility of manipulators to perform various
tasks. For this purpose, the manipulators need to operate autonomously with or without the knowl-
edge of their environment. This involves determining the joint locations for various configurations
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of the manipulator using Inverse Kinematics (IK). IK is the process of determining the individual
joint angles for a given End Effector (EE) position and orientation. The function (Forward Kinemat-
ics) that maps all the joint angles to the EE location is non-linear in nature, thereby making the IK
analytically complex. For this purpose various techniques like kinematic decoupling and geometry
[29] are used to simplify the analytical process. Numerical methods are widely used to solve IK for
a variety of kinematic structures for which an explicit closed form solution does not exist [30]. For
this reason, hyper-redundant manipulators, that possess many more DOF’s than required to obtain
the EE position and orientation, become excellent candidates for employing numerical techniques.
Redundant manipulators are widely used in applications requiring flexibility and tight space ma-
neuverability. Such kinematic structures offer the flexibility to apply various additional constraints
other than trajectory tracking of the EE, such as obstacle avoidance, joint limit avoidance, etc. These
additional constraints are sometimes the main reason for the existence of redundant manipulators,
which makes solving IK for this class of kinematic structures an integral part in their practical ap-
plication. The work in [31] explains a real-time IK process using a hybrid method implemented
on the IA-20 arm. There are many industrial manipulators of the same configuration, with more
DOF’s that require a fast IK method for real-time implementation. Another class of robots that can
benefit from a fast IK solver is the snake robots used for inspection [32], medical surgery and other
applications requiring high degree of mobility and maneuverability. In [32], the authors implement
many revolute joints, depending on the flexibility required, with obstacle avoidance as the main
constraint in their mobility. Solving the IK for this class of robots is a fast emerging field due to
their versatility [33, 34]. Another field that requires IK on a large scale is computer animation.
Many schemes and numerous analyses have been performed in the past, in the field of robotics
and computer animation on the inverse kinematics of redundant kinematic chains. Analytical solu-
tions for a seven DOF arm have been studied in [35, 36] providing all possible solutions. However
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they are highly configuration dependent and can be computationally expensive with the increase
in the number of DOF’s. The idea of Jacobian inverse has been widely used in solving IK [37],
however for a redundant manipulator, pseudo-inverse or extended Jacobian inverse are used. The
former uses the pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian J† = JT (JJT )−1 and the latter uses the inverse
of an extended Jacobian by adding constraints to the existing non square Jacobian, that exploits the
redundancy, thus making the Jacobian square. Jacobian methods typically suffer from sensitivity
to joint limits and singularities. Moreover, as the number of DOF increases, the computation of
the Jacobian inverse becomes expensive. The Gradient Projection Method introduced in [38] uses
redundancy to avoid mechanical limits by projecting the homogeneous solution on to the null space
of the Jacobian matrix. This method, however, suffers from joint oscillations. A Closed Loop IK
(CLIK) was proposed in [39], [40] that uses the feedback of the EE position and orientation and a
Jacobian transpose to avoid infeasible solutions around singularities. The dynamics can not only
accommodate joint velocities but accelerations as well, but cannot handle starting motions from
singularity or even pass through singular points.
Though various differential IK techniques exist that utilize Jacobian methods to solve the IK for
redundant manipulators, we focus primarily on the kinematic control that satisfies various kinematic
constraints in the operational space such as obstacle avoidance, joint limit avoidance, producing nat-
ural poses etc. which are integral to the path planner as well, although various dynamical constraints
can be used in place of or in conjunction with kinematic constraints. Numerical techniques started
emerging to address the drawbacks of the traditional methods [41, 42]. Cyclic Co-ordinate Descent
(CCD) method is a very popular iterative method known to solve IK for serial chain manipulators
[43]. It operates by moving one joint at a time with the objective of reducing the EE position and
orientation errors. Joints are actuated one at a time starting from the EE inward towards the base,
moving the EE towards the target. Though CCD is effective, it cannot consider global constraints
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on the manipulator and may yield unnatural poses. Triangulation is another method of solving IK
using cosine law starting at the base of the kinematic chain moving towards the EE [44]. Though it
is computationally cheap, it does not always produce natural poses. Another drawback is that when
constraints are applied, the EE often does not reach the target because joint positions are determined
independently, without considering constraints on other joints. The work in [30] compares an error
optimization method with an exhaustive search method in solving the IK for a modular 10 DOF
hyper-redundant robot, however it suffers from excess computational time and positioning errors.
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are widely used for solving IK of industrial manipulators [45, 46]
but typically require training sets whose size increase exponentially with number of DOF’s and may
display inability to suit real-time applications due to prolonged learning process.
With all the background work done, in consideration, this research proposes a solution to Inverse
Kinematics and eventually path planning with focus on real-time applicability and optimality. The
remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. First, the construction of the 9-DOF arm along with
its control software is outlined in Chapter II. A novel real-time Inverse Kinematics solver is later
introduced in Chapter III that solves for every joint angle of the manipulator while avoiding collision
with workspace obstacles. The method of Multi-pass Sequential Localized Search is explained in
chapter IV while chapter V extends this method to solve solve for path planning through hollow
objects. Finally the thesis is concluded by analyzing the performance of the proposed method
through simulation and implementation results.
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CHAPTER II
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF 9-DOF ROBOTIC ARM
In order to validate the effectiveness of the path planner, a robotic system was developed solely
for research purposes [53]. The system comprises of a nine Degree of Freedom (DOF) hyper-
redundant arm and a Windows based user interface to enable control of the arm. This chapter
describes the motivation and requirements behind the construction of the arm and the parameters
describing the kinematics of the arm.
2.1 Motivation
Hyper-redundant robots (HRR) are a kind of robots that have a very large degree of kinematic
redundancy. Redundancy in robotic design has been used to improve their performance in complex
and multiple barrier environments. HRR, analogous in morphology and operation to snakes [?],
elephant trunks [47], or tentacles [48], are used to deal with a number of important applications
where such robots would be advantageous. In an industrial setting, such manipulators are used to
navigate in tight spaces such as loading parts into CNC machine, bin picking etc. The 9DOF arm
was built was two main reasons.
• To explore its capabilities through complete control of the arm.
• To validate the real-time path planning technique for hyper-redundant arms.
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2.2 Build
Each joint of the 9DOF hyper-redundant arm is actuated by a servo motor called Dynamixel
from Robotis. Each servo is equipped with electronics for a closed loop feedback control of position.
A non contact magnetic encoder with 12 bit resolution provides position and velocity feedback of
the motor shaft. Additional to providing feedback on temperature, load, torque, current etc., various
other control loop parameters can be reconfigured to suit the application. The motor can also be
driven in torque mode for any torque controlled applications. The servos are coupled to each other
in one of two ways as shown in Figure 2.1. The first mounting gives a range of −110◦ to 110◦
on the vertically mounted servo and the second mounting gives a range of −180◦ to 180◦ on the
horizontally mounted servo.
Figure 2.1: Joint construction on 9DOF manipulator
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The joints are alternating giving the arm a high degree of redundancy. The servos are electron-
ically coupled with each other in a daisy chain configuration. They are powered externally from a
power bridge at 14.8V which also provides the RS485 communication bridge between the PC and
the servos. Table 2.1 provides some of the mechanical and electrical aspects of the arm.
Table 2.1: Mechanical and electrical specifications of the arm
Arm Specs
Joints 9
Total Weight 1.2 kg
Payload at ful reach 792 g
Payload at mid reach 924 g
Arm Length 646 mm
Arm reach 502 mm
Maximum joint speed 55 rpm
Repeatibility ±1 mm
Input Voltage 14.8 VDC
2.3 Kinematics
The Kinematics of any serial chain manipulator describes the relation between the joint loca-
tions. Fig 2.2a shows the frame assigned to each joint while 2.2b shows the positive direction of
rotation for each joint of the manipulator. The joints of the manipulator are arranged in such a
way that each axis of rotation is orthogonal to the next. This configuration is a direct extension of
the Motoman IA-20 manipulator as illustrated in [31] which mimics the kinematic arrangement of
joints in a human hand. The assignment follows the Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) convention [49],
which enables us to represent the location of every co-ordinate frame with respect to every other. It
can be seen that the first three co-ordinate frames intersect at the first joint (shoulder) and the last
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(a) Joint frames. (b) Joint direction.
Figure 2.2: Frame assignment for a 9 DOF manipulator.
three frames at the last joint, the wrist. This is done in accordance to D-H convention to make the
IK process simpler using kinematic decoupling.
Table 2.2 gives the kinematic parameters of the arm where a and α are the translation and
rotation about the X-axis and d and θ are the translation and rotation about the Z-axis respectively.
Each row of the table constitutes a (4× 4) homogeneous transformation matrix Aii+1 that gives the
position and orientation of the (i+1)th frame with respect to the ith frame [49]. The matrix is given
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Table 2.2: D-H parameters of 9DOF manipulator
Frame (n) a (mm) α (rad) d (mm) θ (rad) Range (deg)
1 0 pi/2 0 θ1 −180◦ → +180◦
2 0 -pi/2 0 θ2 −110◦ → +110◦
3 0 pi/2 156.55 (d3) θ3 −180◦ → +180◦
4 0 -pi/2 0 θ4 −110◦ → +110◦
5 0 pi/2 152.15 (d5) θ5 −180◦ → +180◦
6 0 -pi/2 0 θ6 −110◦ → +110◦
7 0 pi/2 119.85 (d7) θ7 −180◦ → +180◦
8 0 -pi/2 0 θ8 −110◦ → +110◦
9 0 0 73.9 (d9) θ9 −180◦ → +180◦
by
Aii+1 = Rotz,θiTransz,diTransx,aiRotx, αi,
Aii+1 =

cθi −sθi 0 0
sθi cθi 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 di
0 0 0 1


1 0 0 ai
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


1 0 0 0
0 cαi −sαi 0
0 sαi cαi 0




cθi −sθicαi sθisαi a.cαi
sθi cθicαi −cθisαi a.sαi
0 sαi cαi d
0 0 0 1
 ,
where sθi = sin(θi), cθi = cos(θi), sαi = sin(αi), cαi = cos(αi). The final transformation









where R3×3 is the rotation matrix, which can be reduced to orientations about the three principle
axes using Euler or ZY X notation and P3×1 is the position vector of the EE.
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CHAPTER III
REAL-TIME INVERSE KINEMATICS OF (2n+ 1) DOF HYPER-REDUNDANT
MANIPULATOR ARM VIA A COMBINED NUMERICAL AND ANALYTICAL
APPROACH
This chapter introduces a novel fast Inverse Kinematics solver that is applicable to any (2n+ 1)
DOF manipulator (n is the number of joints). The need for computational efficiency for a wide
range of hyper-redundant serial chain manipulators has led to this Inverse Kinematics solution for a
general 2n+ 1 DOF hyper-redundant manipulator arm using a novel hybrid method (combining an-
alytical and numerical methods). Any autonomous robotic system operating in union with humans
needs to perceive its environment and plan its motions in real-time so as to adapt to the changes.
Besides the perception (outside the focus of this research), the real-time path planner requires a real-
time Inverse Kinematics solver to determine the starting and target configurations for a particular
task to be performed. The proposed method uses analytical equations to determine the first two and
last three joint angles and a numerical technique to solve for the rest. This method produces feasible
joint motions as joint limits are inherent to the numerical optimizer. Also the convergence of the




• presents and demonstrates a computationally efficient algorithm for solving IK of serial chains
with high redundancy (i.e, hyper-redundant manipulators) satisfying certain kinematic con-
straints.
• exploits analytical and numerical approaches in a manner that is both computationally effi-
cient and generalizable for serial chains satisfying certain assumptions
Assumption 1. The last joint (wrist) is a spherical joint to enable kinematic decoupling.
Assumption 2. The intermediate (elbow) joints are spherical as well, to satisfy obstacle
avoidance criteria in R3 (though, non-spherical joints could be considered as well for differ-
ent geometric constraints).
• is suitable for real-time implementation,
• can handle the active manipulator space and yet produce natural poses,
The chapter is organized as follows. The Inverse Kinematics problem is explained for the 9DOF
manipulator introduced in section 2.2 through redundancy resolution. The key aspects of the algo-
rithm that contributes to its real-time nature are explained too. The algorithm is then used to generate
configurations of the arm for various paths which are then validated through simulation in MATLAB
and implementation on the arm. Finally, to prove its generality, the solver is applied to an 13DOF
manipulator arm and results shown through simulation.
3.1 Inverse Kinematics
The kinematics of the 9DOF arm explained in section 2.2 will be used here for the IK problem.
The manipulator is first kinematically decoupled at the wrist (last joint) [29] leaving us with inverse
position kinematics and inverse orientation kinematics. For this reason, the co-ordinate frames in
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Figure 2.2a are manipulated a certain way according to DH convention. From the forward kine-
matics, it is evident that the joint angles in the kinematic chain leading up to the last joint wrist,
contribute to the position of the wrist and the last three (due to spherical wrist) contribute to the po-
sition and orientation of the EE. Since we start with a known position of the EE, we can determine
the position of the wrist using







2n+1(θ1, θ2, θ3, ....., θ2n+1),
R = R02n+1(θ1, θ2, θ3, ....., θ2n+1),
and PEE is the position of the EE, PW is the position of the last joint or wrist, d2n+1 is the length
of the last link joining the wrist and EE, which in this case is d9 (Figure 2.2a), and R is the desired
orientation matrix of the EE. The wrist position is thus given by









P xEE − d9r13P yEE − d9r23
P zEE − d9r33
 . (3.2)
where, [r13, r23, r33]′ is the last column of the rotation matrix R. Equation (3.2) gives the position
of the wrist by subtracting the last link length along the axis of rotation of the tool frame from
the position of the EE. The first (2n − 2) joint angles contribute to the position of the wrist given
in equation (3.2). However, this becomes an under-determined system with more unknowns than
equations, which provides infinite solutions, a basic problem with redundant manipulators. For this
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purpose, additional constraints are introduced as a means to resolve the redundancy, which when
combined with wrist position constraints leads to a unique solution. The work here focuses on
obstacle avoidance in the workspace of the manipulator and joint limit avoidance as a means to
resolving redundancy. However, it is important to emphasize that constraints of any nature such as
energy consumption, time limitations etc. can be used instead of, or in addition to the constraints
used here for illustration purposes. The following sub-sections discuss the various steps involved in
estimating and optimizing joint locations while solving for IK.
3.1.1 Estimating Joint Positions
The IK procedure starts by locating the elbows satisfying a certain constraint. The elbow opti-
mization technique explained in the next section operates on an initial estimate of the joint locations.
The estimates cannot be any random positions, but ones that satisfy the wrist location given by
(3.2). For this purpose, we use a fast iterative method called Forward And Backward Reaching In-
verse Kinematics (FABRIK). FABRIK is a well known and widely used technique for manipulating
computer animation characters. Unlike other existing methods, FABRIK computes joint locations
instead of angle rotations while reducing the EE error. It uses the previously calculated positions of
the joints to find updates in forward and backward iterative mode. The work [50] describes how the
method is devised, hence only the implementation on the 9 DOF arm is shown here.
In our case, FABRIK is used on the manipulator from the shoulder leading up to the wrist.
Hence the shoulder is treated as the base joint and the wrist as the last joint of the arm. The desired
location of the last joint is PW as given by (3.2). The initial starting location of the joints is picked
from the manipulator home position as shown in Figure 2.2a. The procedure is as follows
1. The joint W is made to coincide with the target wrist location and the new location of E2,
E2′ is determined at a distance l3(d7) along the line E2−W .
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2. This procedure is repeated until the base joint is reached giving us new locations S′, E1′, E2′
and W ′. This will displace the base from its original location as shown in Fig 3.1.(d).
3. The base is now moved back to its origin and the new location of E1′, E1” is determined at
a distance of l1(d3) along the line S′ − E1′.
4. This procedure is repeated until the last joint is reached giving us new locations S′′, E1′′, E2′′
and W ′′ that is, until the difference between the obtained location of the wrist and its target is
within a given threshold.
Figure 3.1: One full iteration of FABRIK with shoulder as base and wrist as EE. (a), (b), (c) -
Forward Reaching. (d), (e), (f) - Backward Reaching
Figure 3.1 [50] shows one complete iteration of the process. In Figure 3.1, E1 and E2 are the
elbows that represent the intermediate joints between the shoulder and the wrist. A (2n + 1) DOF
arm has n−2 elbows. Hence, FABRIK gives an initial estimate for the location of the joints leading
up to the wrist for a known wrist position given by equation (3.2), which will be used for elbow
optimization in the next section.
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3.1.2 Redundancy Resolution through Elbow Optimization
In most redundant manipulators, the redundant DOF is the one that manipulates the elbow joint,
giving added flexibility to the manipulator. This section discusses how the inverse kinematics is
solved by introducing additional constraints on the elbow joints as a means to resolving the re-
dundancy. The constraint used here is obstacle avoidance in R3 space, which is very popular and
practical in many robotic applications. However, there are other constraints like joint limit avoid-
ance, minimum excitation of joints, torque optimization [51], desired velocity/acceleration etc., that
can be used based on the application. As an illustration, here we focus on the manipulator avoiding
obstacles, while the EE reaches its target.
Figure 3.2: Optimizing elbow location.
Figure 3.2 as illustrated in [42], shows the geometric pattern formed by the first three joints
S,E1 and E2 of the manipulator. For a known initial location of the first (S, the base) and third
joint (elbow E2), the intermediate joint (elbow E1) is free to assume any location on the sweeping
circle C defined by the center OE and radius R. The position of E1 is defined by the elbow angle
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αE , which the plane S − E1 − E2 makes with ~xE~zE plane. The general equation for the position
of E1 can be given as
E(αE) = OE +R(cos(αE)~xE + sin(αE)~yE), (3.3)
where
OE = d3 cos(β)~zE ,














‖~z0 × ~zE‖ , ~yE =
~zE × ~xE




]> and ~xE , ~yE , ~zE are the unit vectors of the co-ordinate frame. From
equation (3.3), it can be seen that the elbow location can be optimized using a suitable αE satisfying
the obstacle avoidance criterion. Planes are used as a simple representation of the obstacles in the
work space of the manipulator. Another classic representation takes the form of a potential field
emanating from the center of the obstacle whose repelling force extends as far as its boundary. By
keeping the elbow joints the farthest or at a certain distance from the virtual plane representing
the obstacle, its position can be optimized. The obstacle plane can be defined using three points
(p1x, p1y, p1z),(p2x, p2y, p2z) and (p3x, p3y, p3z) all or few lying on the obstacle. The plane is given
by
Ax+By + Cz +D = 0, (3.4)
























The distance between the plane described in (5.2) and the elbow location given in (3.3), is given by
delbow−plane =
AEx +BEy + CEz +D√
A2 +B2 + C2
, (3.5)
where Ex, Ey, Ez are the x, y and z co-ordinates of the elbow under consideration. By maximizing




AR~yE1 +BR~yE2 + CR~yE3
AR~xE1 +BR~xE2 + CR~xE3
)
, (3.6)
which when substituted back in equation (3.3) gives the location of the elbow. The sign of delbow−plane
can also be inspected to determine on which side of the plane the elbow is positioned. This method
finds the location of a joint intermediary to two fixed joints as shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.3: Optimizing multiple elbow locations.
Figure 3.3 shows the geometric layout formed by the joints between the shoulder and the wrist.
In this case, using the initial estimates of the location of all joints leading to the wrist from FABRIK
in Section III A, the joints S and E2 are used to optimize the location of E1 as per Figure 3.2.
The same technique uses joints E1 and W to optimize the location of E2. This is a repetitive
process, as each iteration displaces the location of the elbows based on the obstacle location. The
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process is stopped when two consecutive iterations produces an insignificant change in the location
of the elbows. Different obstacle locations can be used for different elbow joints depending on
the workspace layout. However, this can be very easily extended to a general case of n joints and
(n− 2) elbows as shown towards the end of this chapter.
3.1.3 Solving for the First Two DOF’s
The Forward Kinematics in Section II gives an analytical expression for the position of E1 (see
















where [E1x, E1y, E1z] are obtained from III B. This however produces two solutions for each joint
angle. The solution closest to the home position (which in most cases is the center of the range of
motion for each joint angle) or the one closest to the previous joint solution, is chosen. An input
from the user for the initial configuration of the arm could also be used to pick a unique solution
from (3.7) and (3.8).
3.1.4 Solving for Next 2(n− 2) DOF’s
As n increases, the functional relation between the joint angles and the joint locations becomes
increasingly complex as we move farther from the base. It is not computationally practical to
determine an analytical solution for each DOF and hence a suitable numerical method is used to
solve for them iteratively. A similar approach using a modified version of Newton Rhapson method
for a 7-DOF manipulator was shown in [31]. Numerical methods are very helpful in optimizing or
solving non-linear equations but sometimes suffer from sensitivity to initial conditions. The closer
the initial estimate is to the solution, the faster the algorithms converge and with more certainty.
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In our case, the kinematics of the manipulator is designed in such a way that two joint angles
are used to manipulate the position of a joint in R3 giving rise to 2(n − 2) DOF’s up to the wrist.
Using the FK relation given in section 2.2, it can be noted that each joint location (n = 0 for the
base/shoulder) starting from joint E1 is a function of 2n joint angles. The shoulder joint is not con-
sidered for this purpose as it acts as the base of the manipulator. We have an over determined system
with three non-linear equations and two unknowns, describing the position of a joint, that need to
be solved simultaneously. We use the well known numerical technique Levenberg-Marquardt (LM)
[52], to find the roots of non-linear equations within boundaries. The algorithm’s stability is ob-
tained from the steepest descent method and its accelerated convergence in the minimum vicinity
from Newton’s method. While minimizing a function, the LM algorithm switches to the steepest
descent algorithm around the area with complex curvature until the local curvature is proper to make
a quadratic approximation, at which point it becomes the Gauss-Newton algorithm. The accelerated
convergence and the ability to include boundary conditions are the reasons to choose LM over other
existing methods. LM is used to find the minimum of functions that can be represented as sum of
squares as given by





fi(x1, x2, ...., xN )
2. (3.9)
In our case, equation (3.9) is applied to each elbow joint individually. F is then a summation of
three elements one for each co-ordinate, each a function of the 2n joint angles as given by FK. For
instance, the function of the form (3.9) applied to joint E2 is written as





fi(θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4)
2 (3.10)
where f = [f1, f2, f3]> is given by f = [E2x − xd, E2y − yd, E2z − zd]>, so that each element
is the difference between the obtained location [E2x, E2y, E2z] of the joint given by its analytical
expression and the desired location [xd, yd, zd] obtained from section 3.1.2. The objective now is
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to find the optimal vector θ∗ =
[
θ∗1, θ∗2, θ∗3, θ∗4
]> such that F (θ∗) < , where  is a small
tolerance, subject to its upper and lower boundaries {θiu ≤ θ∗i ≤ θil, i = 1, 2, 3, 4}. However, in
equation (3.10), θ3 and θ4 are the only unknowns as we already know θ1 and θ2 from section 3.1.3.
Besides the function itself, LM operates on the Jacobian of F to determine the direction of search
of the variables that will minimize F . The update to the variables is given by the solution pk to the
equation
(JTk Jk + λkI)pk = −JTk Fk (3.11)
where J is the Jacobian of F , λ is the non-negative damping scalar, I is the identity matrix and the
subscript k is each iteration of the algorithm. Hence, when equation (3.10) is minimized using the
update law given by equation (3.11), we obtain angles θ∗3 and θ∗4 that will locate E2 at the desired
location. The same technique is applied to other subsequent joints including the wrist. The Jacobian
appearing in equation (3.11) can be determined analytically or numerically. Analytical determina-
tion of the Jacobian can get very complicated for joints farther from the base. Hence, numerical
differentiation of F is used to find J . The LM algorithm was implemented in the following manner.
• The open source software “ALGLIB” was used to implement the LM algorithm, which is
optimized for speed and memory.
• The objective function was formulated for elbow E2 from the FK equations (see Appendix
A2) and the desired elbow location (section 3.1.2).
• The starting point for the variables was set to corresponding angles from the previous path
point, in a continuous path. This enables the algorithm to converge faster as the starting point
is close to the global minimum. An arbitrary starting point close to the home position or user
provided initial configuration was selected for the very first point in the path.
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• The stopping criteria can be set to one of the four: gradient norm, step norm, function change
or iteration based. This approach uses the gradient norm as it will guarantee termination near
the minimum, regardless of the speed of convergence. The threshold was set to 10−7 and no
limit was imposed on the iterations.
• Boundary limits are set for θ3 and θ4 as given by the kinematics, which restricts the algorithm
to this region of search. This ensures that the manipulator joints stay within physical limits.
This is one of the features of the proposed method where joint limits are implemented as
part of the algorithm. The joint limit avoidance could also be implemented as part of the











where qi is the current joint angle, qiM is the center of the joint range, qiu is the upper limit
of the angle and qil the lower limit of the angle. Alternatively, the boundaries can be set a
few degrees qdelta from the starting point, on either side, so that big undesirable joint angle
changes between path points can be avoided, that is,
qu = qstart + qdelta, ql = qstart − qdelta.
• The above steps are repeated for every joint up to the wrist and the corresponding angles that
contribute to their position are determined. For the 9-DOF arm, the wrist is a function of first
six joint angles of which the first four are determined by following the above steps for E2.
3.1.5 Solving For The Last Three Joint Angles








is the desired orientation matrix of the EE. The kinematic chain allows us to break the final rotation
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r11 r12 r13r21 r22 r23
r31 r32 r33
 . (3.14)
This gives the orientation of the EE frame with respect to the wrist frame. The FK tells us that this
rotation matrix is comprised purely of the last three joint angles (see Appendix B). Hence, for the n
= 4 case, these angles can be analytically determined as





















Just like in section 3.1.4, a unique solution can be picked from the set of possible solutions given by
(3.15), (3.16) and (3.17).
3.2 Simulation and Implementation Results
The effectiveness of the algorithm is validated through finding the configuration of the 9-DOF
[53] for various points along a path and comparing the EE position and orientation obtained from
this configuration with the desired. Some of the paths were executed on an actual 9-DOF arm and
implementation results are included. A path is visualized and created in terms of position and orien-
tation of the EE. This is processed through the IK algorithm which outputs the nine computed joint
angles. The obstacle was modeled as an horizontal plane passing through the base of the manipula-
tor. Hence the elbow joints will be in the elbow up configuration as they stay the farthest from the
plane. The angles are then put through the FK and the corresponding position and orientation of the
EE compared to the original.
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3.2.1 Case 1
The first path simulated and implemented was a rectangle on a plane that spans between (−100,+100)mm
in the X-axis and (−400,−225)mm in the Y -axis using 400 path points totally. The EE is point-
ing down with an orientation of
[−180, 0, 180]◦ in ZY X configuration with the EE height at
50mm below the base throughout the path.
Figure 3.4: Rectangular path for the EE.
Figure 3.4 shows the rectangular path followed by the EE. The original path is plotted in cyan
and the path recreated from the joint angles (from IK) using the Forward Kinematics is plotted in
blue. As it can be seen, the obtained path lies on top of the desired path indicating that the joint
angles obtained from the IK algorithm satisfies the desired EE position and orientation. The path
followed by various other joints are indicated as well. This is useful in visualizing the obstacle
avoidance criteria for the elbows which is staying the farthest from the plane passing through the
base.
Table 3.1 shows various statistics for the EE position and orientation error collected from 400
points along the path. The orientation is indicated in terms of Euler ZY X angles. The error is
close to zero and not exactly zero due to the tolerance set for the stopping criteria, which is dictated
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Table 3.1: Error statistics for rectangular path
Path Points = 400
Parameter Average Median Min Max
x (mm) -3.59E-06 8.50E-06 -4.58E-04 4.26E-04
y (mm) 8.62E-06 1.70E-05 -5.10E-04 5.59E-04
z (mm) 1.04E-06 0 -1.80E-05 2.40E-05
Rx (deg) 7.22E-06 0 0 9.50E-04
Ry (deg) 0 0 0 0
Rz (deg) -4.50E-07 0 -1.00E-05 0
mostly by the user requirements. One of the main contributors to this accuracy is the numerical
method, whose initial condition was set to the solution from each previous point in the path. Since
two consecutive points in a continuous path are close to each other, the numerical algorithm when
initiated with the previous solution will converge to the global minimum. It took an average of three
iterations for the LM to converge for each point along the path.
Figure 3.5a shows the the implementation results with the trajectory executed by a 9-DOF ma-
nipulator in the laboratory [53]. The path was plotted by getting the angle feedback from each motor
and finding the position of the EE through FK. The path exhibited very small errors in the X and
Y axis and significant error in the order of few mm in the Z axis. This is due to backlash problems
with the motors and inadequate PID tuning, although the majority of the error is due to poor/lack
of calibration of the manipulator. However, the objective here is to show the execution of a path on
an actual 9-DOF arm through IK. Figure 3.5b shows the trajectory for each joint while the EE was
moving through the rectangular path.
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(a) Actual tracking of a rectangular path.
(b) Joint trajectories for rectangular path.
Figure 3.5: Implementation results for a rectangular path
3.2.2 Case 2
The next path simulated and implemented was a circular path in 3D using 100 path points. Fig-
ure 3.6 shows the circular path followed by the EE. The center of the path is placed at
[−320, 0, 20]mm
and the radius is 100mm.
The original path is plotted in white and the path recreated from the joint angles (from IK) using
the Forward Kinematics is plotted in blue. The green, red and the black dots represent the path
taken by the joints E1, E2 and wrist, respectively. Table 3.2 shows the position and orientation error
collected from 100 points along the path.
Figure 3.7a shows the implemented trajectory executed by a 9-DOF manipulator in the labora-
tory. It can be seen that the obtained and desired path coincide very well. Figure 3.7b shows the
trajectories of the nine joint angles for this path.
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Figure 3.6: Circular path for the EE.
Table 3.2: Error statistics for circular path
Path Points = 100
Parameter Average Median Min Max
x (mm) -4.40E-05 -8.10E-05 -6.00E-04 4.80E-04
y (mm) 1.40E-05 1.30E-05 -3.50E-04 4.60E-04
z (mm) 5.40E-06 2.70E-06 -2.00E-05 6.30E-05
Rx (deg) 4.30E-06 0 0 2.30E-04
Ry (deg) 0 0 0 0
Rz (deg) -3.00E-07 0 -1.00E-05 0
3.2.3 Case 3
To illustrate the effectiveness of the algorithm, we created paths along each of the three principal
co-ordinate axis inline with the base of the manipulator. Figure 3.8 shows all the three paths put
together for illustration. Both the EE and wrist locations are indicated to show the orientation of the
EE while executing the path. Some of the path points are very close to the base of the manipulator
requiring the LM to come up with joint angles close to their limits but not outside. Figure 3.9a and
3.9b shows the trajectory of the manipulator joints for a path along the Z-axis from two different
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(a) Actual tracking of a circular path. (b) Joint trajectories for circular path.
Figure 3.7: Implementation results for a circular path
Figure 3.8: Linear path along principal co-ordinate axes
directions. Table 3.3 shows the error statistics for each path collected from 100 points. The Z-axis
path exhibited a relatively larger error closer to the base and farthest from it. These zones put the
manipulator through highly compact and stretched configurations, respectively. Such errors happen
only when LM fails to converge within the limits of the joint angles. In both cases, the numerical
algorithm most likely operated near one of the joint limits trying to satisfy the EE position and
orientation. In case of an unreachable target, the failure can however be ascertained by looking at
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the final cost of the LM algorithm at the end of its maximum iterations However, the statistics show
that the algorithm performed well at even extreme points in the workspace.
(a) Viewed from the front. (b) Viewed from the rear.
Figure 3.9: Path along Z-axis (x = 0, y = 0)
3.3 Result Comparison
This section compares the results of the proposed method with just using a pure Levenberg-
Marquardt and a few other techniques, in terms of time. Table 3.4 compares the time taken by
our method for three different paths with that taken by the Levenberg-Marquardt method. The
latter solved 15 equations (six for EE position and orientation and three each for Elbows and wrist
locations obtained from optimization) simultaneously, to come up with nine joint angles. This
means that the LM algorithm is searching a nine dimensional space that minimizes F given in (3.9),
where N = 9 and M = 15. From Table 3.4, it can be seen that the proposed method outperforms
the pure numerical method in terms of computational cost, at least by a factor of 20. The simulations
were performed on a PC running Inter Core i5 Processor at 2.3 GHz with 8GB of RAM and 64 Bit
Windows 7 Operating system.
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Table 3.3: Error statistics for linear path (path points = 100).
Parameter
Path along x− axis with y = 0 & z = 0 Path along y − axis with x = 0 & z = 0
Average Median Min Max Average Median Min Max
x (mm) -3.00E-05 0 -1.00E-03 1.00E-03 0 0 0 0
y (mm) -5.00E-05 0 -1.00E-03 1.00E-03 0 0 0 0
z (mm) -3.00E-05 0 -1.00E-03 0 0 0 0 0
Rx (deg) 9.00E-07 0 0 1.00E-05 0 0 0 0
Ry (deg) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rz (deg) 2.00E-07 0 -1.00E-05 0 -2.00E-07 0 -1.00E-05 0
Parameter
Path along z − axis with x = 0 & y = 0
Average Median Min Max
x (mm) -0.0187 0 -0.513 0.023
y (mm) 0.0015 0 -0.152 0.235
z (mm) 0.0067 0 -0.009 0.295
Rx (deg) 1.00E-07 0 -1.00E-05 1.00E-05
Ry (deg) 0 0 0 0
Rz (deg) 1.00E-07 0 -1.00E-05 1.00E-05
Table 3.4: Time comparison
Method Rectangular Path Circular Path Random Path
Hybrid 0.183 ms 0.14435 ms 0.224 ms
Numerical (LM) 3.594 ms 2.084 ms 4.7265 ms
Table 3.5 shows the error statistics for the numerical (LM) method. The position errors are much
higher compared to those by the proposed method, but the orientation errors are comparable.
To illustrate the effectiveness of the method proposed here, a few other techniques from the
literature that are used to perform Inverse Kinematics are compared for their execution time and EE
positioning accuracy.
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Table 3.5: Levenberg-Marquardt error statistics
Parameter
Circular Path Random Path
Average Median Min Max Average Median Min Max
x (mm) -1.90E-04 -1.20E-04 -1.10E-04 4.80E-04 -0.673 1.20E-05 -98.54 88.18
y (mm) 1.10E-04 2.80E-04 -7.30E-04 8.00E-04 0.0228 -1.90E-05 -119.59 129.63
z (mm) 6.30E-04 -3.60E-04 -4.80E-04 6.50E-04 1.369 3.70E-05 -86.85 122.55
Rx (deg) 0 0 0 0 -5.60E-08 2.80E-07 -2.70E-05 2.50E-05
Ry (deg) 0 0 0 0 -2.70E-06 -3.00E-06 -6.70E-05 5.60E-05
Rz (deg) 0 0 0 0 1.70E-07 6.10E-07 -2.50E-05 1.40E-05
• A complete analytical solution for a 7-DOF arm in [35] performed on a standard core i7
windows PC took 31.3µs. Our method took an average of 0.18ms for a 9-DOF arm for
which an analytical solution does not exist.
• A geometrical approach to solve the IK of a planar five link (5 DOF) manipulator in [54] takes
a significant amount of time for 16 points along its path, while our method took an average of
18ms for a 9-DOF manipulator for an 100 point trajectory.
• A comparative study between exhaustive method and error-optimization for a 10DOF modu-
lar arm in [30] explains the trade-off between computation time and final EE positioning error.
While the former gives accurate positioning due to its nature and is only applicable to lower
DOFs, the latter takes significantly less amount of time with higher positioning errors. Differ-
ent optimization techniques are compared as well. The computation time was anywhere from
0.5s to 14s with errors going upto 2cm. Our method can produce a high positioning accuracy
in a significantly less amount of time for such robots.
• The CCD method in [43] solving the IK for a 6-DOF manipulator took a total of 8s for a path




In order to illustrate the generalization of the proposed IK technique to an 2n + 1 DOF arm, it
is simulated for a 13 DOF (n = 6) manipulator with a spherical joint at the wrist. The kinematics
are similar to the 9 DOF shown in Table 2.2, however, with few more rows. A 9 DOF manipulator
has four joints, Shoulder, Elbow 1, Elbow 2 and wrist. With higher DOF’s, the number of elbow
joints increases. FABRIK was still used to give an initial estimate of the joint locations and the
elbow optimization used this estimate to optimize their locations based on the obstacle avoidance
criterion. The same IK approach of analytically solving the first two and last three joint angles and
LM to solve successfully for the remaining joint angles was extended. The farther the elbow is from
the shoulder, the more complex the FK equations become, describing the elbow location. Hence, a
numerical differentiation was adopted inside the LM to find the Jacobian. The entire procedure is
listed below for the 13 DOF along with some simulation results.
1. Formulate the D-H table for the 13-DOF to get the analytical equations for the joints.
2. Decouple the manipulator at the wrist giving rise to inverse position kinematics of the wrist
and inverse orientation kinematics of the EE. Determine the position of the wrist from the
known position of the EE using equation (3.1).
3. Using FABRIK, get the initial positions of the joints. Figure 3.10 shows the steps for one
iteration of FABRIK
(a) Move the wrist (W ) to the target.
(b) Find the location of joint E′4 which lies on the line l5 that passes through the points W ′
and E3, and has distance d11 from W ′.
(c) Continue the algorithm for the rest of the joints till reaching the shoulder.
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Figure 3.10: One full iteration of FABRIK for 13DOF.
(d) Move the base joint S′ to its initial position.
(e) Find the location of E′′1 that lies on the line l1 that passed through the points S′′ and E′1
and has distance d3 from S′′. Repeat it until the wrist is reached.
(f) Repeat the entire procedure until the wrist is within a required threshold from its target.
4. Optimize the elbow joints by finding the elbow angles satisfying obstacle avoidance criteria.
Figure 3.3 can be extended as shown in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11: Elbow optimization for 13DOF.
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5. Solve for the first two DOF’s using analytical expressions as explained in Section III C and
pick a suitable solution.
6. Using Levenberg-Marquardt, solve for the remaining joint angles up to the wrist. Each elbow
joint starting from the second, will have a dedicated LM algorithm minimizing the error of its
objective function given as





f2i (θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4)
2,





f3i (θ1, θ2, ...., θ6)
2,





f4i (θ1, θ2, ....., θ8)
2,





fWi (θ1, θ2, ...., θ10)
2,
where
f i = [Eix − xid, Eiy − yid, Eiz − zid]T , i = 2, 3, 4,
fW = [Wx − xd,Wy − yd,Wz − zd]T .
7. Solve for the last three DOF’s as given by equation (3.15), (3.16) and (3.17).
Figure 3.12 shows a path simulated for the 13 DOF arm. The path was a sine curve embedded in
a circular path with a constant orientation of
[−180, 0, 180]◦. Table 3.6 shows the performance
of the proposed method in terms of EE position and orientation error.
Although kinematic structures with spherical joints are addressed here, this approach can be
applied to non spherical joints as well with the appropriate change in the kinematic expression
defining that particular joint location. Spherical joints would be ideal to move the elbows in R3
space to avoid obstacles but not necessary for various other optimization criteria. The geometric
pattern shown in Figure 3.2 would be different in case of a non-spherical joint. The technique of
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Figure 3.12: Sinusoidal path for the EE for 13 DOF.
Table 3.6: Error statistics for 13DOF manipulator
Path Points = 200
Parameter Average Median Min Max
x (mm) -1.00E-05 -8.70E-07 -4.60E-04 4.30E-04
y (mm) 3.40E-06 2.00E-06 3.70E-04 4.00E-04
z (mm) -9.00E-08 0 5.00E-06 2.00E-06
Rx (deg) 1.90E-05 0 0 1.30E-04
Ry (deg) 0 0 0 0
Rz (deg) 0 0 0 0
elbow optimization would be approached differently if the elbow had a planar range of motion as
against a spherical range as shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3.
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CHAPTER IV
PATH PLANNING FOR HYPER-REDUNDANT MANIPULATORS USING AN
OPTIMAL CONTROL TECHNIQUE
A multi-pass sequential localized search technique to solve the problem of path planning of
hyper-redundant manipulators for the shortest path in real-time in the presence of obstacles is de-
scribed in this chapter. The path planning problem is approached from a controls perspective as
a shortest path optimal control problem, where the configuration space is searched for path points
that optimizes a cost function. This method addresses the “curse of dimensionality” of exhaustive
search techniques via a multi-pass sequential localized search, and sensitivity to local minima of
greedy approaches via a backtracking technique. Theoretical proof shows that the proposed tech-
nique converges to a global optimal (if only one exists) or a suboptimal (if many exist) solution.
Here, the task of path planning for a hyper-redundant manipulator is dealt with as an optimal
control problem. It is based on the idea that path planning problems exhibit optimal substructure,
meaning that they can be divided into sub-problems having optimal solutions. The proposed tech-
nique varies from the traditional methods in the way it addresses the “curse of dimensionality”, thus
making it feasible for real-time applications. Planning is done in the C-space while collision check
with workspace obstacles is performed in the task space. The search space C-space is discretized
into nodes (each representing a configuration of the arm as in roadmaps), which are later applied to
minimize a cost function (as is done in optimal control). Obstacle avoidance is incorporated at the
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search level by checking if any part of the arm at the search nodes collides with any of the obstacles,
thereby, avoiding a complex mapping of obstacles to the C-space. Rather than searching the entire
workspace to create the optimal path in a single shot, path points are generated sequentially from a
random set of neighbors of the current configuration that optimizes the cost function until the target
is reached. This greatly simplifies the search space. However, certain paths determined this way
may be only sub-optimal in nature. The key aspects of this technique are as follows.
• A reduction in the size of the search space is achieved by searching only a random set of
points neighboring the current configuration of the arm to obtain the next optimal path point.
• Rather than searching for the entire path in a single shot, multiple repetitions (passes) are
made, with each subsequent pass starting with the path from the previous pass. The number
of passes is determined by factors explained later in the work.
• Local minima arising due to the greedy-like search, are addressed using a backtracking tech-
nique. If a path point cannot be determined between the two end points of the path, the
algorithm is said to be stuck in a local minimum. It then takes a step back to the previous path
point in the current path and increases the grid resolution to obtain more nodes to avoid the
same local minimum as before. This procedure is repeated until an intermediate path point
can be found or the initial point is reached.
• Obstacle avoidance is inherent to setting up of C-space. Of all the random nodes picked for
path point search, only those points that keep the arm clear of all the obstacles are used. This
saves significant amount of time in collision check.
The proposed method
• is guaranteed to find a locally optimal path if one exists,
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• is applicable to higher DOF control space such as hyper-redundant manipulator arms, with
realistic computation time,
• can avoid local minima using a backtracking technique and
• can find an optimal/sub-optimal path for various cost functions.
This chapter goes on to explain the optimization technique used to find the shortest path along
with techniques used to improve convergence speed. Finally, the technique is applied on the 9DOF
arm and validated through simulations and implementations.
4.1 Problem Statement
Consider a discrete time dynamical system
xk+1 = fk (xk, uk) , k = 0, 1, ....N − 1, (4.1)
where, xk ∈ Sk is the system state and Sk ⊂ Rn (although we are dealing with n = 3), uk ∈ Ck ⊂
Rm is the control vector, k is the stage and m is the control space dimension. The control uk is
constrained to a non empty set Uk(xk) ⊂ Ck. Further, gk (xk, uk) represents the cost associated
with each stage when control uk is applied to the system that takes it from state xk to xk+1 and
gN (xN ) is the terminal cost at the last stage N . Figure 4.1 shows the finite state system where the
nodes represent the state at each stage and the lines connecting them represents gk (xk, uk). Control
sequences correspond to the path originating at the initial state x0 and terminating at the final state
xN . This becomes a shortest path problem when we consider the length of the arc as the cost to be
minimized.
Let gkab be the cost of traveling at stage k from state a (xk = a ∈ Sk) to state b (xk+1 = b ∈
Sk+1) and gNt be the terminal cost of state t (xN = t ∈ SN ) and gkab = ∞ if no control exists
that moves the state from a to b at stage k. A typical Dynamic Programming (DP) algorithm works
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Figure 4.1: Finite state system.
backwards, starting at the terminal state and reaching the initial state. The total cost to go at a
particular node a at stage k is the sum of the cost of traveling from node a at stage k to node b at
k + 1 (gkab) and the cost of getting from node b to the terminal state xN , and is given by
Jk(a) = min
b∈Sk+1
[gkab + Jk+1(b)], a ∈ Sk, k = 0, 1, ....N − 1, (4.2)
where JN (xN = t) = gNt . The objective here is to come up with an optimal control policy
µ∗ = [u∗1, u∗2, ...., u∗N−1] that minimizes (5.7), providing an optimal cost J
∗ that is equal to the
length of the shortest path from x0 to xN , in a computationally efficient manner such that it can be
implemented in real-time applications.
4.2 Solving for the Shortest Path
Before the shortest path problem can be solved for any discrete dynamical system, certain as-
sumptions have to be made.
Assumption 1. The problem at hand is a finite horizon one meaning the terminal stage will be
reached in a finite number of stages, N.
Assumption 2. The optimal cost J∗ satisfies Bellman’s equation
J∗(a) = min
u∈U
[gab(a, u) + J
∗(b)], (4.3)
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This means that the shortest path from node ‘a′ to node ‘e′ has to pass through node ‘b′ if the path
from node b to node e is already optimized.
Assumption 3. The possibility of a node being visited more than once does not exist (gaa = ∞).
This will ensure convergence to a path if it exists, by avoiding cyclic paths.
Assumption 4. Once the terminal state is reached, the system stays there at no additional cost.
Based on the above assumptions, the problem of finding the shortest path in a finite state and
control space is explained below.
4.2.1 Localized Search Technique
The need for the applicability of the optimal shortest path technique to multi-dimensional sys-
tems and real-time applications has led us to trade the DP technique as shown in (5.7) with a lo-
calized search method, which takes a greedy approach rather than an exhaustive search of the state
space. The cost in equation (5.7) is modified to
Jk(a) = min
b∈Sk+1
[gkab], a ∈ Sk, k = 0, 1, ....N − 1 (4.4)
which only looks at the cost involved in proceeding to a state in the next stage. There are many
advantages and disadvantages with this approach as stated in the literature and [12]. The following
sections show how this method can be used to address the “curse of dimensionality” arising with
the traditional DP technique and the problem of local minima arising with using a greedy approach.
4.2.2 Optimal Cost-to-arrive
A typical optimal control policy as explained by Bellman, works backwards in time starting from
the terminal state. However in real-time application such as the shortest path, since a particular stage
data is not known to the controller prior to arriving at that stage, we move forward in time starting
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at the initial state, optimizing the cost-to-arrive function rather than the cost-to-go. An optimal path
from x0 to xN in Figure 4.1 is also an optimal path from xN to x0 in a “reverse” shortest path
problem, where the direction of each arc is reversed with the length unchanged. A forward moving
optimal policy is still in accordance with all the assumptions stated before.
4.2.3 Sequential Localized Search (SLS)
Before the search for the shortest path can proceed, the continuous optimization problem is
discretized both at the state and control spaces. A localized search is then performed in a sequential
fashion starting from the current state, for all the allowable controls and available states to determine
the optimal control sequence u∗k, k = 1, 2, ..., N . The total number of stages in the final control
policy is unknown and is determined by the distance between the initial and final state (in the
state space) and discretization size. It means that, since a local search finds only the next optimal
state, local to the current state based on equation (4.4), we are only certain that it will converge
to the final state as per Assumption 1 if a path exists. This method is in close resemblance to
the Iterative Dynamic Programming (IDP) introduced in [28] and later used by [23] in a chemical
engineering process with some enhancements that improve computation time. Since we are working
with a shortest path problem of a dynamical system, it is useful to understand how the spaces are
discretized.
• The entire state space is discretized into Nss grid points. The initial and the terminal state are
required to be part of the grid points.
• The control space is discretized intoNcs grid points for each dimension. The upper and lower
limits of each control component are part of the grid points.
The region of the pth control component is given by the upper and lower limits as,




p], p = 1, 2, ...,m, (4.5)
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where m is the dimension of the control space and the lower limit
¯
u and upper limit u¯ for each
control component p can be set appropriately for each pass c. Each pass c consists of a sequence of
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up and u¯p are the initial lower and upper limit for the control component,
¯
uc−1p and u¯c−1p
are central controls from the previous pass passed down from an upper level (explained in section
4.2.5) and rcp (usually half the region width) is an offset that influences the operating region width.





ucp + dp, ¯
ucp + 2dp, ...., ¯
ucp + (t
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p − 1)dp, u¯cp
}
, (4.8)
p = 1, 2, ...,m.
where tcp is the number of grid points for the p





suggests that the dynamical system in (4.1) can apply only those controls available in equation (4.8)
to obtain the optimal control sequence. This is often the case in most practical systems (chemical
process, mobile robot path planning) that exhibit restrictions on how the control can be applied to
them. It is also this factor that influences the grid size tcp during the discretization process. Since our
localized search looks only in the neighborhood of the current control state, the allowable values for








where uk−1p,np represents the current value of the control component obtained from stage k − 1,
up,np−1, the neighbor to its left (from (4.8)), up,np+1, its neighbor to the right and 1 ≤ np ≤ tp.
Equation (4.9) put together with all the m control components, produces ωk, a matrix of size
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(3m ×m) with each of the 3m rows representing a control sequence of length m that will be used
in (4.4) to obtain Nss state grid points. The optimal control point obtained at stage k is in turn used
as the central value in (4.9) for stage k + 1. This is repeated until the final state is reached.
4.2.4 Allowable Control Values for SLS
The previous section explained how the SLS searches for the shortest path using an optimal
control sequence generated by multiple localized searches in the neighborhood of the current con-
trol state. It is customary to make Nss for each stage significantly large (proportional to Ncs) to
ensure global convergence. Unfortunately, this also increases the computational time significantly.
Some illustrations in literature and also the implementation result in this work show that too many
allowable control choices do not yield a significantly better result. For this reason and for practical
applicability purposes, a reduced control search region is proposed. With the current SLS approach,
the size of the control/search space is reduced to just the neighboring nodes, which is a significant
reduction from a traditional exhaustive search like DP. If the dimension of the control space m is
small, all the neighboring nodes Ncs = 3m (two neighbors and one central node) can be used to
search for the optimal path point at any stage k. However, the central control sequence, which is the
optimal path point from the previous stage k − 1 will be omitted from the search in accordance to
Assumption 3, making Ncs = 3m − 1.
On the other hand, if m is large, it becomes a computational burden to process all the 3m − 1
points for an optimal cost. Hence, a set of R random points are chosen from ωk obtained from
equation (4.9). We can use either a uniform distribution or a Sobol quasi-random sequence gen-
erator [23] to generate the sequence of points that are distributed uniformly in a multidimensional
hypercube. By using Sobol quasi-random generator, we can generate in sequence, a set of R points
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in [0, 1] given by
℘c = [r1, r2, ..., rR], rj ∈ [0, 1] (4.10)
The final sequence of control points is given by
ωkfinal = ω
k[Ncs℘c] (4.11)
where ωk[.] indicates the sub matrix to be selected from ωk with the rows given by Ncs℘c.
4.2.5 Multipass SLS
A mutipass technique is based on the idea that a shortest path between two given states may
not be found in a single shot but rather can be done in multiple stages. A single pass computation
consists of (1 ≤ k ≤ N) stages of SLS performed starting from the initial state ending at the target
state. The idea here is to reduce the number of grid points for discretization and repeat the passes
by using the optimal control sequence from the previous pass as the central control profile for the
next. A similar technique of Multipass Iterative Dynamic Programming has been used in [55] and
[56] to achieve an optimal control profile by doubling the number of time stages.
The multi-pass SLS starts with a sparse grid at the beginning, providing an optimal path with
minimal way points. This optimal control sequence is taken as the central profile for the next pass
with SLS applied to every pair of consecutive path points, giving rise to a total of Nc − 1 (Nc is the
number of path points at pass c) SLS applications at a given pass c. The total number of path points





where Pj is the number of path points obtained from SLS applied to points [Nj , Nj+1] and 1 ≤
Pj ≤ N as per Assumption 1. The number of passes is determined by the final cost and resolution
of the path. In other words, in theory, the total cost approaches the true optimal cost as the number of
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state grid points (path points) Nss increases. A suitable threshold for this can be used as a stopping
criterion for the search algorithm.
This technique is also helpful in dealing with local minima that might arise from the localized
search. As SLS looks only in the neighborhood to determine the next path point, it is premature
to know if that will lead to the target state eventually. Sometimes the path point chosen from the
current neighborhood might lead the path into a local minimum without any escape. In such cases,
a backtracking technique is employed that uses the current optimal path from the previous pass
to escape from the local minimum. For instance, if the SLS could not find a path between path
points [xi, xi+1], then a backward step is taken to the path point xi−1 and the SLS is repeated
for [xi−1, xi+2] with increased number of grid points. In addition, the range of the control space
can also be extended by setting rcp for each control component appropriately in equation (4.6) and
(4.7). This technique has proved to be very effective in finding a path around local minima for path
planning of robotic manipulators. However, this backtracking can only propagate through the path
until it reaches its limits, which are the original start and terminal state, at which point the algorithm
would restart with a denser grid. The next section explains the shortest path algorithm in steps along
with its convergence to a path.
4.3 Multipass SLS Algorithm and its Convergence
Algorithm 1 shows the execution of multi-pass SLS for the shortest path problem. The function
Interpolate (shown in Algorithm 3) takes as its argument the path obtained during a pass and deter-
mines if the path needs to be interpolated further, based on the threshold provided. Since x ∈ R3,
a simple norm is used as the criterion. However, this could be modified to suit the physical system.
Algorithm 2 shows the Sequential Localized Search in action.
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Algorithm 1 Multipass algorithm
1: Obtain the original start and terminal state, control limits and other parameters






















t = {t1, t2, ..., tm−1, tm} .
2: Initialize c = 0, rp = 0, ζ
3: [X0]
Nc×3 = SLS(xs, xt,
¯
U0, U¯0)
4: next pass = Interpolate(X0, N0, ζ)
5: while next pass = true do
6: for i = 1 to Nc do
7: f = i+ 1
8: X = {xi, xf}
9:
¯




j ), j = 1, ...,m




j ), j = 1, ...,m
11: [Xi]
Ni×3 = SLS(xi, xi+1,
¯
U i, U¯ i)
12: Xc = [Xc;Xi]
13: if Xc = [] then . No Path was returned
14: i = i− 1, f = i+ 3
15: tp = tp + λp, λp ∈ I, p = 1, 2, ..,m
16: rp = rp + δp, δp ∈ R1, p = 1, 2, ..,m
17: goto 8
18: else
19: i = f
20: end if
21: end for
22: next pass = Interpolate(Xc, Nc, ζ)
23: c = c+ 1
24: end while
25: Shortest Path = Xc
Proof of convergence of a method is equally important as the the method itself, especially when
it is modified for computational speed. The shortest path search indeed terminates at the terminal
state if a path exists. If more than one optimal path exists, it is guaranteed that one of the paths
(optimal/suboptimal) will be found using the Multi-pass SLS. The proof is derived from [57], which
shows that under certain compactness assumptions and Lipschitz continuity of the state and control
space, the solution to the discrete time optimal control problem converges to the solution of the
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1: Discretize the state and control space












up + 2dp, ....,
¯
up + (tp − 1)dp, u¯p}
p = 1, 2, ...,m
2: Xc = [xs]
3: while xcurr 6= xt and k ≤ N do




















9: ℘c = Sobolset(R)
10: ωkfinal = [ω
k[(3m − 1) ∗ (℘c + 1)]]R×m . eq (4.11)
11: [uk1, ..., u
k
m−1, ukm] = minu∈ωkfinal,xk∈X [Jk(xk, uk)]
12: xcurr = fk(xk, uk) . eq (4.1)
13: Xc = [Xc;xcurr]





15: k = k + 1
16: if k > N then



















continuous time, as the discretization grids become finer and finer. The multi-pass SLS differs from
the Bertsekas system in [57] in two main aspects:
(i) The method proposed here uses a localized search, while [57] uses Dynamic Programming
for an exhaustive search.
(ii) The method proposed here deals with a deterministic shortest path problem, while [57] solves
a stochastic optimal control problem.
Aside from these differences, the same convergence proof can be applied for the multi-pass SLS,
which is shown through an application in section 4.5.
4.4 Application to Path Planning of Hyper-redundant Manipulators
The technique of Multi-pass Sequential Localized Search (MPSLS) explained above, is applied
here to solve the problem of path planning for hyper-redundant class of manipulators while avoiding
obstacles. The objective of finding the shortest path between two given configurations of an arm
with large number of Degrees of Freedom makes it a perfect choice to use this optimal control
technique. This algorithm simultaneously calculates the configuration space and the shortest path
as it evolves looking for the solution, while the obstacle avoidance is made inherent to the search.
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The following terminologies extend the MPSLS to the path planning problem, where
F (uk) is the forward kinematics
xk is the location of the joints at the current stage, so that
xk = F (uk)
uk is the arm configuration at the current stage (m× 1),
Ck is the free Configuration space at the kth stage,







θkj is the value of joint angle j at stage k,
θtk is the value of joint angle j at the target, and
τc is the optimal path at pass c.(Xc from Algorithm 2).
The configuration space is discretized into nodes, of which the initial and the final configurations
are a part of. A graph is then created by adding new nodes to it. Each node represents a free
configuration of the arm, one that avoids collision of any part of the arm with all the obstacles,
and the arcs connecting them represent the distance traveled by each joint. Like all path planning
techniques, most of the time is consumed in collision checking between the arm and the obstacles.
Unlike optimization techniques that use distance between the two as a constraint, we only check for
interference of the arm with the obstacles, which saves significant amount of time.
A robot configuration can be modeled by means of the Cartesian co-ordinates of significant
points on the robot (on the links or at their intersection). The obstacles are modeled using three
basic shapes: spheres, ellipsoids and planes. Any other obstacle can be modeled by combining
these primitive shapes. The procedure starts with discretizing the configuration space into grid
points, with the start and target configurations as one of them. Starting with the initial node, all the
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neighboring configurations are applied to the cost function in (4.13) and arranged in the ascending
order. These nodes are then checked for collision in the same order. The first node that comes
out clear is selected as the next path point. The process is then repeated, branching out the nodes
obtained and simultaneously storing them until the final configuration is reached. When the process
has ended, we will also have the sequence of valid configurations in C-space, between the initial
and final configuration and hence a solution to the path planning problem.
4.4.1 Setting Up C-space
A road map of grid points is created by evenly discretizing each dimension of the configuration
space between its lower and upper limits while assigning the starting and target points to the grid
point closest to them as shown in Figure 4.2. Each grid point on the road map corresponds to a
configuration of the arm. The total number of grid points is given by
m∏
p=1
tp, where m is the number
of DOF’s and tp is the number of points for the pth DOF. Each grid point is labeled using the position
index of each DOF from its set of discrete values. For instance, Figure 4.2 shows how the start and
end points are labeled. GPstart is the grid point indicating the start configuration containing the
index of the start value of every joint and GPend is that of the target configuration. The entire C-
space is bounded by the lower and upper limits of each DOF. At the first pass, the physical limits
of the joint angles are used as search boundaries, while the start and end points are used for the
subsequent passes. Since we are using a localized search to find the next path point, the true optimal
solution is dependent on the boundaries of the search space.
4.4.2 Next Optimal Path Point
Once the C-space is setup, the random set of grid points (line 10 of Algorithm 2) are chosen from
the neighboring configurations (line 5 of Algorithm 2), and the cost of each grid point computed as
per (4.13). The grid points are then arranged in the increasing order of cost. Obstacle avoidance
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Figure 4.2: Discretization of configuration space.
is then implemented by processing each one of these grid points for collision check in the same
order. Since the computational time required for collision check is much more than that required
for cost assignment, this process is done after the cost estimation as it can be stopped once a grid
point is found clear of all the obstacles. On the contrary, if collision check was done before cost
assignment, all the selected points would have to be processed through collision check. Appendix
A shows the execution of the algorithm for a 9-DOF manipulator for the first pass. The following
section explains how collision check is performed.
4.4.3 Collision Check
While planning a path for a serial chain manipulator, every part of the robot is checked for
collision with nearby obstacles. The process of collision check is made quicker by
(i) using only those obstacles that fall within the bounding box created by the initial and final
configurations;
(ii) processing the configurations in the increasing order of their distance from the target. Colli-
sion check is stopped once a configuration is clear of the obstacles.
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where rRCi is the cylinder radius indicating the joint or link thickness. Collision check can be cate-
gorized based on the primitive shape used to represent an obstacle.
Sphere
The obstacle is characterized by its center Oi = (xOi , yOi , zOi) and radius rOi . Collision with
a joint is determined by measuring the distance between ji and Oi. If this distance is less than
rOi + r
RC
i then the joint interferes with the obstacle. For a link, the distance between Oi and the
closest point C on the line ji − ji+1 to Oi as shown in Figure 4.3 should be greater than rOi + rRCi
for it to be clear of the obstacle.
Figure 4.3: Collision check between a robot link and a spherical obstacle.
Plane
The obstacle here is characterized using a finite plane defined by four points P1, P2, P3 and
P4. This can be used in case the arm has to avoid hitting a wall or a concave obstacle (outside the
scope of this paper) or going through the floor. Collision check here concentrates mostly on the
links being clear of the plane, which ensures the joints avoid them as well. A scalar triple product
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is used to determine if the two joints constituting the link are on the same side or clear of the plane.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the collision check with a plane. Walls can be modeled by combining planes
along a common edge.
Figure 4.4: Collision check between a robot link and a planar obstacle
Cylinder
The obstacle here is characterized as a cylinder using its two end points and radius. This is used
for robot arms to avoid collisions with itself. The possibility of self collisions for the arm increase
with the number of DOF’s. The links are modeled as cylinders defined by the joints they connect
and their width. Collision check between any set of two non consecutive links is determined by
the shortest distance between them. The distance has to be less than the sum of the link widths for
collision to be avoided. For instance,
d(i−1,i+1) < rRCi−1 + r
RC
i+1, i = 1, 2, ..., n, (4.14)
where n is the number of joints. A simple clamping technique is used if the closest point between
any two links falls outside the link. Joint limits are used to avoid collisions between consecutive
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links. Figure 4.5 illustrates the self collision check. Collision detection explained in this section is
further elaborated in chapter V.
Figure 4.5: Collision check between robot links
4.4.4 Backtracking and Stopping Criteria
The optimal path obtained from the sequence of neighboring points is processed through multi-
ple passes for further interpolation of the path. At every pass, the boundaries are redefined based on
the path start and end points to restrict the search region. If a path cannot be obtained between any
two path points, a backtracking technique is implemented as shown in Figure 4.6. The current path
is given by,
τc = {P1,c, P2,c, P3,c, ..., PNc−1,c, PNc,c} (4.15)
where Pi,c(i = 1, .., Nc) are the path points of the path τc at a given pass c.
From Figure 4.6a, τi,c(i = 1, .., Nc − 1) is the path obtained between points Pi,c and Pi+1,c.
If, due to the presence of an obstacle, a path could not be found between P3,c and P4,c (line 12,
Algorithm 1) as shown in Figure 4.6b, the end points of the path are readjusted to P2,c and P5,c with
an increased grid resolution and joint boundaries if required (line 13-16, Algorithm 1). The path
obtained between the readjusted end points replaces all the points previously found between those
corresponding points. This procedure is repeated until a feasible path is obtained between P1,c and
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(a) Interpolation of a path
(b) Backtracking
Figure 4.6: Implementation results for a rectangular path
PNc,c. The path points obtained from each path are accumulated to get the final path for that pass.
The number of passes is determined by one of two criteria.
(a) Threshold Based: If the maximum distance traveled by a joint between two consecutive
path points is less than a preset threshold (Algorithm 3), the procedure is stopped, yielding
the final path of the manipulator between the start and target configuration. This threshold is
influenced by two factors
i Dynamics of the manipulator.
ii Size of the smallest obstacle.
The former dictates how fast the arm can be controlled and the latter determines how fine the
path has to be to avoid all the obstacles.
(b) Bounding Box: Alternatively, the path obtained at the end of each pass can be analyzed for
interference with any of the obstacles using the bounding box criteria as shown in Figure 4.7a
and 4.7b, i.e, if the bounding box created by two consecutive configurations (path points) of
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the arm does not include any part of the obstacles as shown in Figure 4.7b, further interpola-
tion of the path between those two points is not required. This can be intelligently combined
with the threshold to be used as a stopping criterion.
(a) Obstacle inside the oriented bounding box
(b) Obstacle outside the oriented bounding box
Figure 4.7: Bounding bx stopping criteria for MPSLS
4.5 Convergence Proof
Lipschitz Conditions
The proof of convergence of finding the shortest path using a sequential local search is extended
from the one used for Dynamic Programming (DP) in [57]. Before undertaking the proof, certain
assumptions are made about the state space and the cost function, such as,
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A.1 Sk = Ck, k = 1, 2, .., N are finite compact sets as it is in the neighborhood of the current
configuration.
A.2 fk and gk are Lipschitz continuous, as fk is the forward kinematics and gk is the Euclidean
distance. i.e.,
‖ fk(u)− fk(u′) ‖ ≤ Lk ‖ u− u′ ‖ (4.16)
‖ gk(u)− gk(u′) ‖ ≤ Mk ‖ u− u′ ‖ (4.17)
‖ gN (u)− gN (u′) ‖ ≤ MN ‖ u− u′ ‖ ∀u, u′ ∈ SN (4.18)
where, MN , Mk and Lk, k=1,2,....,N are positive constants and ‖  ‖ denotes euclidean norm.
Theorem 1:
Under the above assumptions (4.16) - (4.18), the functions Jk : Sk → R, k = 1, 2, ...., N given
by (4.13) satisfy
| Jk(u)− Jˆk(u′) |≤ Ak ‖ u− u′ ‖ (4.19)
where Ak, k = 1, 2, ...., N are some positive constants.
Discretization Procedure
Based on the above assumptions, the configuration space of the manipulator is discretized as
follows:
1. Ck is partitioned into nk (0 ≤ nk ≤ N ) mutually disjoint sets, each containing R random
configurations selected from the 3m possible neighbors.








, where k = 1, 2, ....nk.
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3.
JˆN (u) = gN (u) u ∈ GN (4.20)
Jˆk(u) = min
u∈Ck
gk(u) u ∈ Gk as in (4.13) (4.21)
Jˆk(u) = Jˆk(u
i
k) if u ∈ Sik, i = 1, 2, ..., nk, k = 1, 2, ..., N (4.22)
where, (4.20) gives the terminal cost when the target is one of the R random neighbors in
GN .
An optimal control law as a sequence of configurations µˆk : Gk → Ck
µˆ1(u), µˆ2(u), ..., µˆN (u)
is obtained in their respective grids Gk, where, µˆk(uik) minimizes (4.13) when u = u
i
k, i =
1, 2, ..., R. The value of the cost function corresponding to this control law is given by
J˜N (u) = gN (u) u ∈ SN (4.23)
J˜k(u) = gk(u) u ∈ Sk k = 1, 2, ..., N (4.24)
If ds denotes the maximum span of the sets Sik, i.e, the farthest the neighbors can be from the current
configuration (dictated by the grid resolution tp given in equation (4.8), we need to prove that Jˆk







‖ u− uik ‖ (4.25)
Convergence
The following proposition shows the convergence of the discretization procedure and justifies
the use of control law obtained from the discretized algorithm as a sub-optimal control law. There
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exist positive constants α1, α2, ..., αN (independent of the grids G0, G1, ..., GN ) such that,
| Jk(u)− Jˆk(u) | ≤ αkds ∀u ∈ Sk, k = 1, 2, ..., N (4.26)
| Jk(u)− J˜k(u) | ≤ αkds ∀u ∈ Sk, k = 1, 2, ....N (4.27)
where, Jk, Jˆk, J˜k and ds are given by (4.13), (4.20)-(4.21) and (4.23)-(4.25) respectively.
Proof: The above proposition is proved for each case as given below.
1. Case k = N : From equation (4.20) we have JN (u) = JˆN (u) for all u ∈ GN while for any
SiN , i = 1, 2, ...., N ,
| JN (u)− JˆN (u) |=| gN (u)− gN (uiN ) |≤MN ‖ u− u′ ‖≤MNds (4.28)
Hence (4.26) holds for k = N with αN = MN . Also JN (u) = J˜N (u),∀u ∈ SN and hence
(4.27) holds for k = N .
2. Case k = N − 1: For any i = 1, 2, ..., nN−1
| JN−1(uiN−1 − JˆN−1(uiN−1) |≤ αNds (4.29)
follows the same proof as k = N . Also for any u ∈ SiN−1, i = 1, 2, ..., N − 1, we have from
(4.28) and (4.19),
| JN−1(u)− JˆN−1(u) | =| JN−1(u)− JˆN−1(uiN−1) |
≤| JN−1(u)− JN−1(uiN−1) | + | JN−1(uiN−1)− JˆN−1(uiN−1) |
≤ AN−1 ‖ u− uiN−1 ‖ +αNds ≤ (AN−1 + αN )ds
Hence, equation (4.26) holds good for k = N − 1 with αN−1 = AN−1 + αN and should
work for all k. To prove (4.27) for k = N − 1, let u ∈ SiN−1. From (4.22 and (4.28)
| JN−1(u)− J˜N−1(u) ≤| JN−1(u)− JˆN−1(u) | + | JˆN−1(u)− J˜N−1(u) |
≤ (AN−1 + αN )ds+ | JˆN−1(uiN−1)− J˜N−1(u) |
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From (4.28), Theorem 1, (4.26), (4.27) as proved for k = N and the Lipschitz conditions
(4.21) and (4.22), we can obtain
| JˆN−1(uiN−1)− J˜N−1(u) |≤ δN ‖ u− uiN−1 ‖≤ δNds
where δN is a positive scalar not depending on GN−1. Hence,
| JN−1(u)− J˜N−1(u) | ≤ (AN−1 + αN + δN )ds (4.30)
Thus (4.27) holds for k = N − 1 with αN−1 = AN−1 + αN + δN . Similarly (4.27) can be
shown to hold for all k.
4.6 Simulation Results
The multi-pass SLS explained in this paper is implemented on two different manipulators,
PUMA 560 (6 DOF) and a custom built 9DOF manipulator, and performance with respect to dis-
tance traveled by the joints and the time of execution are analyzed. The algorithm was executed in
MATLAB on a PC with 2.3 GHz quad core Intel processor with 8GB RAM running Windows 7.
4.6.1 PUMA 560
PUMA 560 is a six DOF manipulator with all revolute joints that is chosen to make a quantitative
comparison to the algorithms explained in [12]. Table 4.1 shows the two configurations used for
path planning along with the range of motion for each DOF as illustrated in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.9 shows the path of the manipulator end effector with a single spherical obstacle with
radius 0.26m located at [0.7,−0.1, 0.4]m with respect to the base of the manipulator. For illustra-
tion purpose, the floor is lowered from the base. In order for the manipulator to avoid going through
the floor, it is modeled as a planar obstacle and included in the algorithm. Table 4.2 shows the
statistics for different thresholds, where Nc is the total number of path points, c is the total number
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Table 4.1: PUMA 560 Joint Configurations
Joint Initial Configuration Final Configuration Range
1 −23.79◦ 55.02◦ −160◦ → 160◦
2 21.69◦ 60.82◦ −110◦ → 110◦
3 −106.18◦ −122.27◦ −135◦ → 135◦
4 0.11◦ −17.08◦ −266◦ → 266◦
5 −90◦ −110◦ −100◦ → 100◦
6 0◦ 0◦ −266◦ → 266◦
(a) Start configuration. (b) End configuration.
Figure 4.8: Configurations of PUMA 560.
of passes to converge, ts is the total computation time, J∗n(◦) is the total cost in terms of joint angles
traveled and J∗n(m) is the total cost in terms of joint distance traveled by all the joints.
The number of passes required to converge to the shortest path is determined by the threshold
distance ζ, which is the maximum distance a joint can travel instantaneously in the task space. The
number of path points Nc generated at the end, is inversely related to the threshold. It can be seen
from Table 4.2 that as the threshold is increased, the number of passes, the path points and the total
time are reduced. However, in a localized search, the time required to determine the next path point
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(a) Start configuration. (b) Target configuration.
Figure 4.9: Path planning of Puma 560.
Table 4.2: Performance statistics for PUMA 560
PUMA 560 Path planning statistics
ζ (m)
Without Obstacle With Obstacle
Nc c ts (s) J∗n (◦) J∗n (m) Nc c ts (s) J∗n (◦) J∗n (m)
0.03 47 6 2.07 171.22 3.126 74 7 2.83 628.6 4.197
0.06 23 4 1.30 171.22 3.114 37 5 1.57 628.6 4.186
0.08 23 4 1.20 171.22 3.114 28 4 1.28 628.6 4.180
0.15 12 3 0.83 171.22 3.108 18 3 0.98 628.6 4.172
0.3 10 2 0.72 171.22 3.105 13 2 0.82 628.6 4.149
is more significant than that required to find the entire path. It took an average of 49ms and 59ms for
the algorithm to converge to a path point on the shortest path with and without obstacle respectively.
The bounding box technique explained in section 4.4.4 can also be used as a stopping criterion to
produce path points in real time. Table 4.3 compares the algorithm proposed here with that of a
greedy approach explained in [12] in terms of computation time. The algorithm was run for four
different paths with each path having one additional obstacle hindering the previously computed
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path. It is evident that the MPSLS algorithm out performs the fastest one from [12] in terms of
computation time and total distance traveled by the joints
Table 4.3: Comparison of results




ts (s) J∗ (m) ts (s) J∗ (m)
No Obstacle 1.2 3.65 0.835 3.11
Sphere 0.86 3.55 0.98 3.52
Sphere & Cylinder 3.04 5.12 1.326 4.38
Sphere, Cylinder & Plane 24.68 6.83 1.372 4.38
4.6.2 9 DOF Hyper-redundant Manipulator
The multi-pass SLS is mostly advantageous in a large dimensional space and hence used to plan
the path for a 9DOF hyper-redundant manipulator. Table 4.4 shows the two configurations used
for path planning along with the ranges of each DOF, while Table 4.5 shows the location of the
obstacles in the operational space, along with the four points defining the ground plane.
Table 4.4: 9DOF Manipulator Joint Configurations
DOF Initial Configuration Final Configuration Range
1 −18.9◦ 13.09◦ −165◦ → 165◦
2 −40◦ 63.22◦ −100◦ → 100◦
3 103.2◦ −75.34◦ −165◦ → 165◦
4 −50.75◦ 45.8◦ −100◦ → 100◦
5 −50.18◦ −86.98◦ −165◦ → 165◦
6 −41.23◦ 74.32◦ −100◦ → 100◦
7 0◦ 20.0◦ −165◦ → 165◦
8 −86.98◦ −0.87◦ −100◦ → 100◦
9 0◦ 0◦ −165◦ → 165◦
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x(mm) y(mm) z(mm) Points x(mm) y(mm) z(mm)
1 250 320 250 50 P1 700 700 -2
2 0 100 300 45 P2 700 -700 -2
3 120 175 150 55 P3 -700 -700 -2
4 -200 175 150 52 P4 -700 700 -2
5 -100 300 350 42
Figures 5.12a - 5.12f show the path executed by the manipulator at different points along the
path. Pi,c indicates the configuration of the manipulator at the ith path point after c passes. Figure
5.13b shows MATLAB output for the same, showing the obstacles and the path for all the joints.
The statistics for the 9DOF manipulator are shown in table 4.6 for both threshold and bounding
box based criteria. The performance is evaluated for various thresholds and sample sizes, which
is the number of samples picked from the 39 configurations neighboring the current configuration,
to determine the next path point. Since points are randomly picked, the data is averaged from five
repetitions. It can be seen that the number of samples greatly influences the distance traveled by
all the joints proving that the algorithm will indeed converge to the optimal path as the grid gets
finer. However, a higher number of samples also takes more time to converge. Also, increasing
the threshold keeps the cost the same but greatly reduces the computation time. Hence a suitable
choice is again made based on the dynamics of the manipulator or the obstacles in the environment.
It is to be noted that the time shown in Table 4.6 is the total time taken to compute the entire path
and not indicative of real-time performance. It took the algorithm anywhere from 166ms to 516ms
to converge to a path point on the shortest path based on the number of samples and threshold
for interpolation. This, however can be significantly reduced by considering the bounding box
technique to determine further interpolation of the path.
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(a) Starting Configuration P1,4 (b) P10,4 (c) P20,4
(d) P28,4 (e) P35,4 (f) End Configuration P44,4
(g) MATLAB Output
Figure 4.10: Path planning of 9DOF
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Table 4.6: Performance statistics for 9DOF manipulator for threshold criteria
Threshold criteria: Repetitions = 5
Samples
ζ = 75mm ζ = 125mm
ts (s) Nc J∗n(mm) J∗n(◦) ts (s) Nc J∗n(mm) J∗n(◦)
50 10.12 61 7212.2 1136.1 6.14 35 6952.5 1136.1
100 10.45 53 6225.7 860.6 6.71 30 6215.3 860.6
250 11.85 44 5258.4 1117.4 6.85 25 5246.0 1117.4
500 17.87 36 3852.2 781.4 10.32 20 3837.0 781.4
Bounding box criteria: Repetitions = 5
Samples ts(s) Nc J∗(mm) J∗(◦)
50 3.673 17 9067 2341
100 2.31 9 3646 934
250 3.947 9 3883 1018
500 3.098 4 3132 668.75
5000 83.63 3 2390 668.75
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CHAPTER V
COLLISION DETECTION AND MANIPULATION OF HYPER-REDUNDANT
MANIPULATOR ARMS IN HUMAN ENVIRONMENT
Human environment poses various challenges in terms of obstacles in the operational space of
the manipulator. Previous chapter briefly explained collision check between the manipulator and
convex obstacles. In this chapter, we extend the motion planning of hyper-redundant arms in the
presence of cancave/convex polyhedron obstacles using a modified optimal control technique de-
scribed in the previous chapter. The Multi-pass Sequential Localized Search (MPSLS) developed
for path planning of such arms is used as the basis for moving in, out and through hollow concave
obstacles in the path of the manipulator. A Single Shot Sequential Localized Search technique is
used here to plan the path for the manipulator in the configuration space while simultaneously avoid-
ing obstacles in the Cartesian space. The algorithm not only optimizes the cost in consideration, but
also is computationally efficient for real-time implementation. The efficacy of the algorithm is
shown through simulation of various paths through various obstacles for the 9-DOF manipulator
arm.
The role of redundant/hyper-redundant manipulators operating in human environments has in-
creased many fold in the past decade increasing the need for better human-robot interaction. This not
only entails safer robot operation around humans but also robot manipulation capabilities compara-
ble to that of humans. This includes both industrial (Motoman, ABB, Kuka, Baxter) and consumer
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(ASIMO, Nao, Aibo, Pepper) robots. Various research contributions have dealt with path planning
of redundant manipulators with obstacle avoidance, however very few have addressed the issue with
hyper-redundant manipulators in the presence of 3-D obstacles. Due to the lack of analytical so-
lution and high dimensionality, probabilistic or heuristic methods are increasingly used that saves
computation time considerably. This chapter explains the usefulness of the Multi-pass Sequential
Localized Search (MPSLS) technique developed, through motion planning of 9-DOF manipulator
in the presence of convex and hollow obstacles.
Many techniques developed over the years have attempted to solve obstacle avoidance of high
DOF manipulators in cluttered environment but limit themselves to convex or planar obstacles. Very
few have actually attempted to plan paths for such manipulators through hollow objects. This not
only requires an efficient path search technique but an collision detection one as well. RRT used in
[14] plans path for serial chain manipulators in C-space in two stages: A roadmap of all collision
free nodes is built in the preprocessing stage and planning is done connecting the initial and final
configurations to the roadmap and finding a path in the roadmap between them. This however
involves heavy preprocessing time especially with 3-D spaces and is not optimal. The work done in
[5] uses potential fields and a technique to escape local minima. A hollow obstacle would simply
make this fail as the arm will constantly be in local minimum inside the obstacle. Moreover, as
the number of DOF’s and obstacles increase, it gets computationally expensive. A Jacobian based
approach to plan path for hyper-redundant manipulators is proposed in [58]. A primary goal is
described by the specified EE trajectory and the secondary goal describes the obstacle avoidance
criteria while fulfilling the primary goal. Though this method handles hollow obstacles, the set up
of the problem (specified EE trajectory) makes it more of a constrained Inverse Kinematics problem
which can be solved using [59] than a path planning one, which could lead to some undesirable
manipulator configuration for a given EE location.
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This chapter predominantly explains the motion planning of hyper-redundant manipulators in
and out of hollow obstacles and in cluttered environment using the optimal control technique (MP-
SLS) devised earlier. The significance of this method are as follows:
• plan motions for hyper-redundant manipulators in and out of hollow objects just by modifying
the heuristic method developed earlier and the cost function.
• can accommodate a large number of workspace obstacles.
• avoids mapping of obstacles to the C-space by performing collision detection in the Cartesian
space.
• obstacle avoidance, shortest path and manipulator trajectory are all achieved simultaneously.
5.1 Characterizing the Environment
The first and foremost task in path planning of robotic manipulators is to characterize the operat-
ing environment with a suitable sensor. It means that objects in the environment should be identified
as obstacles (if they fall in the active work space of the arm) to be used in distance calculation and
collision detection. This primary step is critical for the performance of the system for the following
reasons.
• Workspace representation. The geometrical representation used for the objects in the workspace
has a direct effect on the kind of algorithms used for collision detection. With more details
emphasized on the representations, more general algorithms have to be used with possible
negative effect on the performance.
• Performance and Robustness. Collision detection and path planning systems operate in real-
time under strict time constraints. This however should operate with same efficiency for all
types of geometric obstacles.
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• Practical implementation. Collision detection is insignificant if it cannot be used in a timely
manner to plan paths avoiding obstacles. Hence the approach is very critical in providing
timely input to the path planner.
This section explains the different ways in which obstacles can be modeled. One of the primary
reasons to use a redundant manipulator for object manipulation is its ability to operate in tight spaces
with increased flexibility. For this reason, this chapter concentrates more on operating the arm in
narrow spaces in the presence of obstacles.
There are two major categories an obstacle can fall into: convex and concave. This research
uses one of the most generic geometric shape used to render convex obstacles, a sphere. More
complicated convex polygons can be modeled using combination of spheres or more traditionally
using planes or halfspaces. Geometric primitives such as spheres, cylinders and ellipsoids are called
implicit objects that are defined by an mathematical expression. Implicit objects are a mapping
between the 3D space to real numbers, f : R3 → R, where the points given by f(x, y, z) < 0 fall
in the interior, f(x, y, z) = 0 the boundary and f(x, y, z) > 0 the exterior of the object. These
simplify the collision detection by avoiding distance computation. The three basic shapes used to
model obstacles in this work are as follows.
1. Sphere: A spherical obstacle is modeled using its center location (xs, ys, zs) and radius rs.
2. Plane: A quadrilateral defined by four points P1, P2, P3 and P4 is used to characterize a
planar obstacle since it is usually finite in dimensions in an human environment.
3. Cylinder: A cylinder used to define a link or a concave obstacle is defined by two points
P (xP , yP , zP ) and Q(xQ, yQ, zQ) defining its axis and radius rc. It can however be treated
as a solid polygon in case of manipulator links or hollow in case of concave obstacles.
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5.2 Modeling a Robotic Arm
Modeling a robotic arm using suitable geometric representation is as important as characterizing
the environment it is operating in, to perform fast collision detection and distance computation. In
this research, the arm is modeled using a cylinder as supposed to sphere used in many works, for
detecting collisions with itself and with nearby objects. In some cases, it is further simplified by
treating each link as a line segment and accommodating the thickness of the link in the implicit
function of the obstacles. At the heart of collision detection, is the intersection test of the arm
with every kind of obstacle found in the environment it is operating in. Instead of modeling the
arm as one giant convex polygon and determining the closest point in the polygon to any obstacle,
each link is dealt with separately, which simplifies the collision test to intersection between a line
segment/cylinder with various 3D polygons.
Figure 5.2 shows how links are illustrated as cylinders for collision detection. The line segment
connecting two consecutive joints, defines the axis of the cylinder with each link accompanied with
a radius measuring the link width. The green dot in the figure below indicates the physical location
of each joint.
5.3 Collision Detection
Collision detection lies at the heart of path planning, which attempts to determine the motions
of a hyper-redundant manipulator through various obstacles. In this chapter, we attempt to simplify
collision detection as much as possible to save computation time for real-time implementation.
Different obstacles uses different techniques for collision detection, a few of which are discussed
here. Based on the frequency and general geometric nature of the obstacles we find in an human
environment, we concentrate on four major collision scenarios.
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(a) Side view. (b) Isometric view.
Figure 5.1: Links modeled as cylindrical obstacle.
5.3.1 Spherical Objects
Sphere is one of the most general and simplest geometrical representation of an 3D obstacle.
It is characterized by its center and radius. However, more complex objects can be formed using
combination of spheres with different radii. Collision detection of the arm with spherical objects
should be done for both the joints and the links as shown below.
Collision with a Joint
Collision check between a joint and a spherical obstacle is done by simply calculating the dis-
tance between the joint location and the center of the sphere. The joint is clear of the obstacle if
equation 5.1 is valid.
‖ji −Os‖ > rs + rci (5.1)
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where, ‖.‖ is the 2-norm, ji is the location of joint i, Os is the location of the center of the spherical
obstacle, rs is the radius of the spherical obstacle and rci is the width of the arm at the joint i. Figure
5.2b - 5.2d shows the joint non-intersecting with the spherical obstacle.
(a) Joint intersecting. (b) Link intersecting. (c) Link tangential/intersecting.
(d) Link Clear
Figure 5.2: Collision check between the arm and a spherical obstacle.
Collision with a link
Collision avoidance requires the entire arm, not just joints to be non-intersecting with the ob-
stacles. Collision check between a link and a spherical obstacle is done by simply determining the
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closest point on the link to the center of the obstacle and computing the distance between them. The
same criteria in equation (5.1) is applied, replacing ji with that of the closest point on the link to
the obstacle center and rci with that of the link, to ensure the link is free from collision. Figure 5.2d
depicts the link clear of the obstacle.
5.3.2 Walls and Floors
Walls are very common obstacles in any operational environment. As mentioned before, walls
and floors are modeled using finite planes. However, with the exception of spheres, all other bound-
ing volumes are convex polyhedra. All these polyhedral bounding volumes are representable as the
intersection of a set of halfspaces, where the halfspace dividing planes coincide with the sides of
the bounding volume. An halfspace is simply a plane whose one side contributes to the convex
polyhedra and the other represents the free space. Hence, a wall is described by the intersection of
six halfspaces as shown in figure 5.3. Each half space represents the side of the plane that should
not interfere with any part of the arm. The planes describing the halspaces are finite and defined
by four points as described earlier. Two different collision detections are later performed as shown
below.
Collision with a Joint
The first collision check is done between a plane defined by four points P1, P2, P3 and P4 and a
point. The plane represents one of the halfspaces of the wall and the point represents a joint on the
arm. The four point equation of the plane is given by
n.X −D = 0 (5.2)
where, n is the vector normal to the plane given by n = (P2−P1)× (P3−P2), D = n.P1 and X is
any point on the plane. Figure 5.4 shows the plane, the location of a joint of the arm in consideration
and its projection on the plane.
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Figure 5.3: Representing a wall using halfspaces
Figure 5.4: Plane joint intersection.
By investigating the sign of equation (5.2) evaluated with the co-ordinates of j, the joint is either
placed in the “safe” or “colliding” side of the halfspace. This process is repeated for all the joints
of the arm and all the planes representing the bounding volume of the wall.
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Collision with a link
The previous collision test only determines if the joints are clear of the walls, i.e, none of the
joints fall within the convex polyhedra defined by the halfspaces. However, it is possible that the
joints don’t collide but the links do with the walls as shown in Figure 5.5. This section illustrates
a collision test between a link and one of the planes of the wall. However, a comprehensive test
between all the links and the planes is required to ensure no part of the arm collides with the wall.
Figure 5.5: Plane link intersection.
The intersection test is performed using the scalar triple product of the line segment joining ji
and ji+1 with each edge of the plane. For instance the scalar triple product between the link jiji+1
and the edge P1P2 is given by
a.(b× c) (5.3)
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where, a = ji− ji+1, b = ji− p1 and c = j1−P2. The scalar triple product represents the (signed)
volume of the parallelepiped defined by the three vectors given. The triple product simply becomes
the determinant of the matrix
a.(b× c) =
ax ay azbx by bz
cx cy cz

Knowing the vertices of the plane are in a particular order (clockwise or counter clockwise), the
sign of the triple product indicates which side of the edge the link falls on (left for clockwise as
shown in Figure 5.5, right for counter clockwise). If the scalar triple product with all the four edges
have the same sign (negative for left and positive for right) then, the link is clear of the plane. This
test, repeated for all the halspaces forming the wall, will determine if a particular configuration of
the arm intersects with the wall or not.
5.3.3 Collision with Hollow Objects
The obstacles we have dealt with so far have all been convex in nature that exhibit two distinct
features.
• Existence of a separating plane between two non-intersecting convex objects and
• The distance between two points, one from each object is at a local and global minimum.
However, there are numerous objects in an human environment that are non convex such as hollow
objects. These pose a great challenge for path planning as the planner primarily uses the collision
free Cartesian space (not occupied by any part of the obstacle) to navigate the arm, i.e not only the
path points on a path need to be collision free but the swept volume between the path points has to
be collision free as well. This means that either the hollow objects have to be filled before collision
check, which is inefficient, or we have to use a suitable geometrical representation for them. In
this work, these obstacles are characterized using hollow cylinders, which drastically simplifies the
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collision check algorithm. The collision check between a link (line segment) and an hollow object
(cylinder ) is done as explained in [60]. Figure 5.6 illustrates a hollow obstacle defined by two
points describing the axis of the cylinder and a radius. However, the object can be remodeled by
changing any of these three parameters appropriately. This gives complete flexibility to define any
hole or hollow object in the environment. Section 5.4 explains how this will be effectively used to
get in an out of a hole in the wall.
Figure 5.6: Intersection between a cylinder and line segment.
5.3.4 Self Collision - Collision Between Two Cylinders
Self-collision check between the links of the arm is very critical in case of hyper-redundant
manipulator arms. The path planner searches for collision-free path points in a 9 dimensional space,
however is not aware of self collisions. Any configuration within the physical limits of the joint
angles will be used for finding optimal path points. Hence self-collision check is incorporated with
the rest of the collision checks at the search level. This is reduced to simply checking the intersection
between two cylinders. Cylinder-cylinder intersection can simply be done by finding the shortest
distance between the two line segments defining the axis of each cylinder. Figure 5.7 illustrates the
shortest distance between two line segments.
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Figure 5.7: Intersection between two line segments.
where,
P1Q1 is the vector defining link i
P1 is joint i− 1 with co-ordinates (xi−1, yi−1, zi−1)
Q1 is joint i with co-ordinates (xi, yi, zi)
C1 Point on L1 closest to L2
P2Q2 is the vector defining link i+ 2
P2 is joint i+ 1 with co-ordinates (xi+1, yi+1, zi+1)
Q2 is joint i+ 2 with co-ordinates (xi+2, yi+2, zi+2)
C2 Point on L2 closest to L1
The shortest distance is given by the length of the vector that is perpendicular to both the line
segments. The two points C1 and C2 closest to each other are determined using the dot product
between the normal vector and the vector describing each link. If the two links are parallel, a
random point on it is picked to calculate the distance. Equation 5.4 gives the criterion for the links
to be non-intersecting.
‖C2 − C1‖ > rci + rci+2 (5.4)
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This test is performed for all pairs of non-consecutive links starting with the first. Figure 5.8b
shows the intersection between any two non-consecutive links.
(a) Non intersecting links. (b) Intersecting links.
Figure 5.8: Self collision of the arm.
5.4 Planning Through Hollow Objects
One of the most challenging tasks in path planning of robotic manipulators is to operate them in
and out of hollow objects. However, this task for a hyper-redundant manipulator can be simplified
by using a simple geometric representation of the object and an efficient path planning algorithm.
The former was achieved in this work by representing a hollow object as a cylinder and the latter
was done in (Optimal technique for path planning). The technique introduced in () is modified
suitably for the purpose of planning motion for the arm in and out of the hollow object. Figure 5.11
shows a simple illustration of this kind of task.
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In a real world this could relate to arms reaching into shelves, picking cookie from a cookie
jar, moving in and out of draws etc. Though these tasks are very trivial to us, planning motions
for a robotic manipulator is not, which makes this a challenging and interesting task. The MPSLS
is modified into a Single Shot Sequential Localized Search (SSSLS) that does not work towards a
target configuration but instead works until a criterion is satisfied. The technique is explained below.
5.4.1 Single Shot Sequential Localized Search (SSSLS)
The SLS is employed in a single shot, searching the available nine dimensional space in the
neighborhood of the current configuration that moves the arm towards the goal. The goal however
is not the target configuration but getting the entire arm out of the hole without colliding with any
workspace objects including the boundaries of the hole. It starts with discretizing the configuration







up + 2δp, ......., u¯p} p = 1, 2, ..., 9 (5.5)
where Up is the set of allowable controls having tp elements, δp is the incremental resolution,
¯
up is
the lower limit and u¯p is the upper limit for the pth control component. δp is pre-defined by the user
influenced by obstacle and hole sizes. The smaller it is, the finer the path will be. However, since









where uk−1p,np is the central control value of the p
th component, up,np−1 is the neighbor to its left and
up,np+1 is the neighbor to its right. This put together with the allowable controls for all the nine
DOF’s, yields a total of 39 controls. The rest of the procedure follows as per (path planning paper)
with the exception of the cost function and stopping criteria which are explained below.
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5.4.2 Cost Function and Stopping Criteria
Figure 5.9: Arm inside hollow obstacle.
Figure 5.9 shows a configuration of the arm inside a hole. All the links are illustrated in different
colors. The red dot indicates the point at which the plane containing the hole intersects with the arm.
It can be seen that the plane intersects with the second link past the midpoint towards the outer joints.
The green arrows indicate the side of the plane where the arm is considered to be outside the hole
and the red arrows indicate the side inside the hole. The objective here is to get the entire arm out
of the hole to the green side of the plane. This primarily forms the stopping criterion for the SSSLS
implemented for path searching. The key feature of this search that drives the arm out of the hole is
the cost function which is given by
Jk(θ) = ‖θk − θt‖+ dch − dobs (5.7)
where Jk(θ) is the total cost associated with configuration θk at stage k, ‖θk − θt‖ is the distance
of the current configuration from the target configuration, dch is the cost responsible to pull the arm
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out of the hole and dobs keeps the arm away from the rest of the obstacles in the workspace. The
significance of the first cost term is to get the arm closest to the target configuration as it exits the
hole. dch is composed of two parts: the first part measures the distance of every joint from the
normal vector ~n to the plane, as shown in Figure 5.9. This vector being the axis of the hole, will
keep the entire arm closer to the center of the hole when its distance from the vector is minimized.
In case of a tubular object, the axis can be defined using a spline curve. The second part measures
the distance of every joint from the plane containing the hole. Depending on which joints are inside
and outside the hole, the cost parts are added or subtracted appropriately as they finally go in to a





d(ji,Π)− d(ji, ~n) if ji is outside the hole
d(ji, ~n) if ji is inside the hole
(5.8)
where, d(ji,Π) is the distance between a joint i and the surface of the plane and d(ji, ~n) is the
distance between the joint and the axis of the hole. Hence by minimizing the cost given in equation
(5.7), the following is achieved
• The arm configuration at the point of exiting the hole is the closest to the target configuration.
• The links are aligned with the normal vector to the plane, maximizing their distance from the
hole boundary.
• The joints that are inside the hole are pulled towards the plane and ones that are outside are
pulled away, providing a natural exit path.
Algorithm 4 explains how the stopping criterion is computed. The function isarmout takes in the
parameters describing the plane along with the co-ordinate locations of all the joints and computes
which side of the plane the joints fall in. If all the joints are on the same side as that of the base of
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the manipulator, then it returns 1 indicating the arm is out, else there is some part of the arm that is
still inside the hole.
Algorithm 4 isarmout
Require: Ax+By + Cz = D, ji i = 1, 2, 3, 4
1: S0 = sign(Ax0 +By0 + Cz0 −D)
2: for i=1:4 do
3: Si = sign(Axi +Byi + Czi −D)
4: if S0 == Si then
5: ξi = 1
6: else
7: ξi = −1
8: end if
9: end for







The SSSLS algorithm is applied to a 6-DOF PUMA 560 arm in an industrial environment as
illustrated in [12]. The two configurations to be joined are given in Table 5.1 and the location of the
walls of the obstacle are given in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.1: PUMA 560 configurations to be joined







Table 5.2: PUMA 560 results.
Center Width
Wall 1 (center) [0.6, 0.0, 0.5]m [0.6m, 0.06m, 0.6m]
Wall 2 (Top) [0.6, 0.0, 0.83]m [0.6m, 2.0m, 0.06m]
Wall 3 (Bottom) [0.6, 0.0, 017]m [0.6m, 2.0m, 0.06m]
Wall 4 (Back) [0.93, 0.0, 0.5]m [0.06m, 2.0m, 0.72m]




To illustrate the effectiveness of the modified algorithm, a path was generated for the 9-DOF
arm exiting and entering a hole. Figure 5.11 shows the starting and ending configuration of the
arm and the location of the holes with respect to the arm. Table 5.3 gives the angles for each joint
corresponding to the two configurations while Table 5.4 gives the location of holes and the ground






























Figure 5.10: PUMA 560 path through hollow spaces.
(a) Start configuration. (b) Target Configuration.
Figure 5.11: Path planning through hollow objects.
Figure 5.12 shows the configuration of the arm at various path points along the path. The path
for entering the hole is done exactly as for exiting a hole but executed in the reverse order. That is,
the target configuration inside the hole is considered as starting point and the SSSLS gives rise to
a path bringing the arm out of the hole using Algorithm 4. This path when executed in the reverse
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Table 5.3: 9DOF Manipulator Joint Configurations
DOF Start Configuration Target Configuration Range
1 50.9◦ −63.9◦ −165◦ → 165◦
2 −35◦ −35◦ −100◦ → 100◦
3 −59.9◦ 89.47◦ −165◦ → 165◦
4 70.0◦ 55.37◦ −100◦ → 100◦
5 13◦ −35.42◦ −165◦ → 165◦
6 36.47◦ 57.48◦ −100◦ → 100◦
7 −40.52◦ 64.51◦ −165◦ → 165◦
8 −1.93◦ 0.62◦ −100◦ → 100◦
9 0◦ 0◦ −165◦ → 165◦
manner, takes the arm inside the hole without colliding with the boundaries. The SSSLS yields two
points outside each hole that act as starting and target configurations respectively for the MPSLS.
Finally, the paths obtained for exiting the hole, between the exit points for the holes and entering
the hole are accumulated to yield the complete path between the start and target configurations.





x(mm) y(mm) z(mm) Points x(mm) y(mm) z(mm)
Left -127 -159 200 70 P1 700 700 -2
Right -127 140 200 75 P2 700 -700 -2
P3 -700 -700 -2
P4 -700 700 -2
Figure 5.13 shows the path of the manipulator with an additional obstacle obstructing the pre-
vious path. The obstacle was placed such that it obstructed the path of the manipulator coming
out of the hollow obstacle. Figures 5.13c and 5.13d show the joint path in Cartesian space with an
additional spherical obstacle placed at [200, 0, 100] with radius 40mm and 5.13e and 5.13f shows




Figure 5.12: (a) - Start configuration inside the right hole. (b) - Point of exit. (c),(d) - Along the
path. (e) - Point of entry into the left hole. (f ) - Target configuration inside the left hole.
Table 5.5 compares different paths generated for different obstacle location in terms of number
of path points generated. It can be seen that by putting an additional obstacle close to the wall, the
path planner generates more points for the arm to go around it. The table also illustrates the path
generated for both threshold based and bounding box based stopping criteria. It is evident that the
bounding box based method generated minimal number of points between the two holes.
Path through walls
In this simulation, the MPSLS algorithm is used to plan path for the 9-DOF through a maze of
walls, exhibiting navigation and collision avoidance in tight spaces.
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(a) No additional obstacle. (b) Top View. (c) Obstacle at [200, 0, 100]
(d) Top View (e) Obstacle at [60,−50, 225] (f) Top View.
Figure 5.13: Path with additional obstacle.
Figure 5.14 depicts various paths for the arm through walls. In Figures 5.14a and 5.14b the
arm starts at a configuration [0, 90, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]◦ making it parallel to the floor between walls
1 and 2 and ends it [90,−90, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]◦ between walls 3 and 4. By using collision de-
tection between convex polyhedra and line segment as explained in section 5.3.2, the free space
between the walls is used effectively to find path points leading to the target. Figures 5.14c and
5.14d depict the path between start configuration at [−20, 75, 0, 0,−102.4, 40.56, 0, 0, 0]◦ and target
at [13.09,−75.22,−45.34,−15.8,−56.98, 4.32, 45.46, 45.93, 0]◦ through a gap in the wall. This
shows how the MPDLS algorithm can effectively use the free operational space to plan the motions
of hyper-redundant manipulators. The path in Figure 5.14e simulates a pick and place operation for
the 9-DOF manipulator in a cluttered environment. The black circles indicate the EE location along
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Table 5.5: Path comparison.
Threshold based: ζ = 30mm, R = 250
Obstacle
No. of SSSLS No. of SSSLS No. of MPSLS No. of
Figurepoints to exit points to enter points between passes
the hole the hole the holes
None 22 13 28 3 5.13a-5.13b
[200, 0, 100] 23 14 29 3 5.13c-5.13d
[60,−50, 225] 20 12 72 5 5.13e-5.13f
Bounding Box based
None 20 13 3 1
[200, 0, 100] 23 14 16 2
[60,−50, 225] 20 12 4 2





































































































































The first half of the dissertation describes a generalized Inverse Kinematics solution for hyper-
redundant manipulators suited for real-time applications. The significance of this method is that it
is computationally efficient for real-time implementations and that it can be generalized to serial
chains of arbitrary length (2n + 1) DOF’s. The method also produces natural configurations to
the arm within the boundaries of each joint angles. Simulation results and time comparison shows
that the method is accurate and fast compared to other comparable methods. When dealing with
higher DOF’s manipulators, the natural choice for IK is numerical methods, which is not always
economical due to a huge search space dimension. There are other known limitations with numerical
methods which will restrict its usage. The proposed method is ideally suited for visual servoing,
tele-operation, etc., where path planning with collision avoidance is involved [42].
Later, an algorithm was devised for the shortest path optimal control problem using a sequen-
tial localized search technique that is guaranteed to find a path between the starting and terminal
state if it exists. It makes an adjustable trade-off with true optimality (exhaustive search) for com-
putation time, for its applicability to real-time applications. The problems with traditional DP and
greedy search algorithms are overcome using a novel multi-pass technique with backtracking. This
is applied to path planning for hyper-redundant manipulators which is highly desirable in terms
of computation time as illustrated in section 4.6.2. The arm configuration for the beginning and
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terminal state are obtained from the IK solver between which the path planner operates to find the
shortest path avoiding obstacles in the workspace. The algorithm can be made robust for a variety
of complex obstacles through efficient modeling of the environment and faster via optimizing the
various aspects of the algorithm for speed. Various learning techniques can be implemented in the
policy search for faster convergence to optimal policy. Though the concept here finds the shortest
path, it can however be optimized for various cost functions such as motor toques, desirable velocity
along the path and in some cases, force control.
Finally, the Multi-pass Sequential Localized Search developed for the path planning of hyper-
redundant manipulators in the presence of obstacles was modified to a Single Shot SLS to be ap-
plied for path planning through hollow obstacles with suitable modifications to the cost function.
The algorithm effectively planned the path for a 9-DOF manipulator in and out of hollow objects
maximizing the distance of the arm from every obstacle and yet producing the shortest path. The
MPSLS was later directly used to plan path through narrow spaces. The results shown in section
5.5 are indicative of the effectiveness of the algorithm. Various collision detection techniques were
used in conjunction with shortest path optimal control technique to effectively maneuver a high DOF
manipulator arm in the presence of obstacles for other scenarios as well. The algorithm performed
as expected using the active collision free space to reach the target. Further improvements can be
made in modeling the environment and characterizing the obstacles into multiple categories and em-
ploying more efficient collision detection algorithms that are optimized for speed. Future research
involves incorporating a visual sensor for object detection and recognition that will supplement the
path planner to achieve a complete autonomous system.
The original task of planning motions for hyper-redundant manipulator arms in the presence of
external objects including humans to demonstrate the autonomous and safe operation of such arms
is achieved. It further goes to show the integrity and dependability of such robotic systems through
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intelligent motion planning algorithms. This research applied to the both industrial and consumer
robots will hopefully bridge the gap between humans and machines by improving the trust factor.
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Elbow Equation for Optimization





0 0 0 1
]T
= A01 ∗A12 ∗A23 ∗
[





−d3 cos(θ1) sin(θ2)−d3 sin(θ1) sin(θ2)
d3 cos(θ2)






0 0 0 1
]T
= A01 ∗A12 ∗A23 ∗A34 ∗A45 ∗
[
0 0 0 1
]T
E2x = d5 sin(θ4) sin(θ1) sin(θ3)− cos(θ1) cos(θ2)
sin(θ4) cos(θ3)− d3 cos(θ1) sin(θ2)
− d5 cos(θ1) cos(θ4) sin(θ2)
E2y = −d5 sin(θ4)(cos(θ1) sin(θ3) + sin(θ1) cos(θ2)
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sin(θ4) cos(θ3)− d3 sin(θ1) sin(θ2)
− d5 sin(θ1) cos(θ4) sin(θ2)
E2z = d3 cos(θ2) + d5 cos(θ2) cos(θ4)
− d5 cos(θ3) sin(θ2) sin(θ4)
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APPENDIX B
Rotation Matrix for EE






















r11 r12 r13r21 r22 r23
r31 r32 r33

r11 = cos(θ7) cos(θ8) cos(θ9)− sin(θ7) sin(θ9)
r12 = − cos(θ9) sin(θ7)− cos(θ7) cos(θ8) sin(θ9)
r13 = − cos(θ7) sin(θ8)
r21 = cos(θ7) sin(θ9) + cos(θ8) cos(θ9) sin(θ7)
r22 = cos(θ7) cos(θ9)− cos(θ8) sin(θ7) sin(θ9)
r23 = − sin(θ7) sin(θ8)
r31 = cos(θ9) sin(θ8)
r32 = − sin(θ8) sin(θ9)
r33 = cos(θ8)
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